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SYNOPSIS 

Natural father and his wife brought suit seeking to enforce 
surrogate parenting agreement, to compel surrender of infant 
born to surrogate mother, to restrain any interference with 
their custody of infant, and to terminate surrogate mother's 
parental rights to allow adoption of child by wife of natural 
father.· The Superior Court, Chancery Division/Family Part, 
Bergen County, 217 N.J.Super. 313, held that surrogate con
tract was valid, ordered that mother's parental rights be termi
nated and that sole custody of child be granted to natural 
father, and authorized adoption of child by father's wife. 
Mother appealed, and the Supreme Court granted direct certifi
cation. The Supreme Court, Wilentz, C.J., held that: (1) surro
gate contract conflicted with laws prohibiting use of money in 
connection with adoptions, laws requiring proof of parental 
unfitness or abandonment before termination of parental rights 
is ordered or adoption is granted, and laws making surrender of 
custody and consent to adoption revocable in private placement 
adoptions; (2) surrogate contract conflicted with state public 
policy; (3) right of procreation did not entitle natural father and 
his wife to custody of child; (4) best interests of child justified 
awarding custody to father and his wife; and (5) mother was 
entitled to visitation with child. 

Affirmed in part; reversed in part; and remanded. 

1. Infants e=>85 
Guardian ad litem appointed for child born pursuant to 

surrogate parenting contract properly restricted her role solely 
to protecting child's best interests, and appropriately refrained 
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from taking any position regarding validity of surrogate con
tract. 

2. Infants e=>19.4 

Adoption of child through private placement is very much 
disfavored in New Jersey, although permitted. 

3. Contracts e=>105 

Surrogate parenting contract's provision for payment of 
money to mother for her services and payment of fee to 
infertility center whose major role with respect to contract was 
as "finder'' of mother whose child was to be adopted and as 
arranger of all proceedings that led to adoption, was illegal and 
perhaps ~l, under laws prohibiting use of money in con
nection with adoptions. N.J.S.A. 9:3-54. 

4. Adoption e=>7.3 

Surrogate parenting contract's provision for termination of 
mother's parental rights violated laws requiring proof of paren
tal unfitness or abandonment before termination of parental 
rights is ordered or adoption is granted, and accordingly, adop
tion of child by natural father's ~e could not properly be 
granted. as termination of mother's parental rights in accord
ance with contract was invalid. N.J.S.A. 9:2-13(d), 9:2-14, 
9:2-16 to 9:2-20, 9:3-41, 9:3-46, subd. a, 9:3-47, subd. c, 9:3-48, 
subd. c(l), 30:4C-20, 30:4C-23. 

5. Infants e=>19.4, 155, 157 
Law provides for termination of parental rights only where 

there has been voluntary surrender of child to approved agency 
or to Division of Youth and Family Services accompanied by 
formal document acknowledging termination of parental rights, 
or where there has been showing of parental abandonment or 
unfitness. N.J.S.A. 9:2-13(d), 9:2-14, 9:2-16 to 9:2-20, 9:3-41, 
9:3-46, subd. a, 9:3-47, subd. c, 9:3-48, subd. c(l), 30:4C-20, 
30:4C-23. 
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6. Adoption e:->7.3 
Without valid termination of parental rights, there can be 

no adoption, a requirement which applies to all adoptions, 
whether private placements or agency adoptions. N.J.S.A. 
9:3--46, subd. a, 9:3--47, subd. c. 

7. Infants e:->156, 157 
Where there has been no written surrender of child to 

approved agency or to Division of Youth and Family Services, 
termination of parental rights wm not be granted absent very 
strong showing of abandonment or neglect. N.J.S.A. 9:2-13(d), 
9:2-14, 9:2-16 to 9:2-20, 9:3--41, 9:3--46, subd. a, 9:3--47, subd. c, 
9:3--48, subd. c(1), 30:4C-20, 30:4C-23. 

8. Infants e:->156, 157 
Strong showing of abandonment or neglect by parent is 

required in every context in which termination of parental 
rights is sought-including action by approved agency, action 
by Division of Youth and Family Services, or private placement 
adoption proceeding, even where petitioning adoptive parent is 
stepparent-absent written surrender of child to approved 
agency or to DYFS. N.J.S.A. 9:2-13(d), 9:2-14, 9:2-16 to 9:2-
20, 9:3--41, 9:3--46, subd. a, 9:3--47, subd. c, 9:3--48, subd. c(1), 
30:4C-20, 30:4C-23. 

9. Infants e:->155 
Substantive requirement for terminating natural parents' 

rights prior to adoption is not relaxed one iota when steppar
ents are involved, although there are certain procedural allow
ances when stepparents are involved. N .J.S.A. 9:3--48, subds. 
a(2, 4), c(1, 4). 

10. Infants e:->155 
Determination of "best interests" of child is never suffi

cient to terminate parental rights; statutory criteria must be 
proved. N.J.S.A. 9:2-13(d), 9:2-14, 9:2-16 to 9:2-20, 9:3--41, 
9:3--46, subd. a, 9:3--47, subd. c, 9:3-48, subd. c(1), 9:17-53, subd. 
c, 30:4C-20, 30:4C-23. 
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11. Contracts e:->108(2) 
Contractual agreement to abandon one's parental rights, or 

not to contest termination action, will not be enforced. N.J.S.A. 
9:2-13(d), 9:2-14, 9:2-16 to 9:2-20, 9:3--41, 9:3--46, subd. a, 
9:3--47, subd. c, 9:3-48, subd. c(1), 30:4C-20, 30:4C-23. 

12. Adoption e:->7.6(1) 
Surrogate parenting contract providing that mother agreed 

to surrender custody of child and terminate all parental rights 
that did not contain clause giving mother right to rescind and 
was intended to be irrevocable consent to surrender child for 
adoption by natural father's wife violated laws making surren
der of custody and consent to adoption revocable in private 
placement adoptions. N.J.S.A. 9:2-14, 9:2-16, 9:2-17, 9:3--41, 
subd. a, 9:17-45, 9:17-48, subds. c, d, 30:4C-23. 

13. Adoption e:->7 .5 
Adoption statute, that speaks of surrender of parental 

rights as constituting relinquishment of parental rights in or 
guardianship or custody of child named in surrender and con
sent by such person to adoption of child, would be construed to 
allow surrender of parental rights only after birth of child. 
N.J.S.A. 9:3--41, subd. a. 

14. Infants e:->19.4 
Only irrevocable consent to surrender of parental rights is 

the one explicitly provided for by statute, of consent to surren
der of custody and placement with approved agency or with 
Division of Youth and Family Services. N.J.S.A. 9:2-16, 9:2-17, 
30:4C-23. 

15. Contracts e:->108(2) 
Surrogate parenting contract, whose basic premise was 

that natural parents could decide in advance of birth which 
parent was to have custody of child, violated public policy that 
children should remain with and be brought up by both of their 
natural parents, violated policy that rights of natural parents 
are equal concerning their child, with father's right being no 
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greater than mother's, violated policies governing consent to 
surrender of child, and violated policy of concern for best 
interests of child; accordingly, mother's irrevocable agreement 
to sell child pursuant to surrogate parenting contract was void. 

16. Contracts cS=108(2) 
Mother's consent to surrogate parenting contract was irrel

evant in determining validity of contract, which conflicted with 
state public policies; there are some things that money cannot 
buy. 

17. Children Out-of-Wedlock oS=>20 
Contracts oS=>108(2) 
Sperm donor section of Parentage Act, that creates parent

child relationship between husband of married woman artificial
ly inseminated by another with husband's consent and resulting 
child, did not imply legislative policy which would lead to 
approval of surrogate parenting contract by which child was to 
be turned over to natural father and his wife. N.J.S.A. 9:17-44. 

18. Children Out-of-Wedlock oS=>20 
Infants oS=>232 
If termination of parental rights of mother who entered 

into surrogate parenting contract was justified, mother would 
have no further claim to custody or visitation with child born 
pursuant to the surrogate contract, and adoption of child by 
natural father's wife could proceed, but if termination of moth
er's rights were not justified, mother remained legal mother, 
and even if not entitled to custody of child, would ordinarily be 
expected to· have some rights of visitation. 

19. Infants oS=>155 
Termination of parental rights of mother of child born 

pursuant to surrogate parenting contract was not justified 
under statutory standard, and accordingly, mother was entitled 
to retain her rights as mother of child; mother was never found 
to be unfit, but was affirmatively found to be good mother to 
her other children, mother had custody of child born pursuant 
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to surrogate contract for four months before child was taken 
away pursuant to court oider, her initial surrender of child to 
natural father and his wife was pursuant to surrogate contract 
that was later declared illegal and unenforceable, natural father 
and his wife knew almost from the day that they took child that 
their rights to child. were being challenged by mother. N.J.S.A. 
9:3-48, subd. c(1). 

20. Infants oS=>155 

Although best interests of child are dispositive of custody 
issue in dispute between natural parents, best interests of child 
do not govern question of termination of parental rights. 

21. Infants oS=>155 

Interests of child are not the only interests involved when 
issues of termination of parental rights are raised; parent's 
constitutional and statutory rights have their own independent 
vitality. 

22. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Constitutional Law oS=>82(10) 

Right of procreation asserted by natural father and his 
wife in child born pursuant to surrogate parenting contract did 
not entitle natural father to custody of child whom mother also 
sought custody of. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 9, 14. 

23. Constitutional Law oS=>82(10) 

Right to procreate, as protected by the Constitution, is the 
right to have natural childl-en, whether through sexual inter
course or artificial insemination, and is no more than that; 
custody, care, companionship, and nurturing that follow birth 
are not parts of right to procreation; such rights may also be 
constitutionally protected, but protection of such rights involves 
many considerations other than the right of procreation. U.S. 
C.A. Const.Amends. 9, 14. 
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Constitutional Law e=>225.1 
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Natural father of child born pursuant to surrogate parent
ing contract and his wife were not denied equal protection of 
laws by state statute granting fun parental rights to husband 
in relation to child produced, with husband's consent, by union· 
of wife with sperm donor, although natural father's wife was 
not granted full parental rights in child born pursuant to 
surrogate contract; sperm donor could not be equated with 
surrogate mother, and natural father's wife's egg had not been 
contributed to be implanted in surrogate mother and bad not 
resulted in pregnancy. N.J.S.A. 9:17-44; U.S.C.A. Const. 
Amend. 14. 

25. Constitutional Law e=>82(10) 

Mother's right to companionship of her child is fundamen
tal, constitutioilally protected interest. U.S.C.A. Const. 
Amends. 9, 14. 

26. Appeal and Error e=>843(2) 

Constitutional claim of mother of child born pursuant to 
surrogate parenting contract, that her parental rights were 
unconstitutionally terminated in violation of her constitutional 
right as mother to companionship of her child, was moot, where 
state Supreme Court had decided that state statutes and public 
policy required. that termination of mother's rights be voided 
and her parental rights be restored; it was unnecessary to 
decide whether the same result would be required by virtue of 
Federal or State Constitutions. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 9, 14. 

27. Constitutional Law e=>82(10) 
Mother's fundamental, constitutionally protected right to 

companionship of her child was not absolute; the parent-child 
biological relationship did not by itself create protected interest 
absent demonstrated commitment to responsibilities of parent
hood, and the state's interest was sufficient that the parent's 
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right might be regulated, restricted, and on occasion, terminat
ed. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 9, 14. 

28. Children Out-of-Wedlock e::-20 
Once surrogate parenting contract was declared illegal and 

unenforceable, issue of custody of child born pursuant to surro
gate contract had to be decided without regard to provisions of 
contract that would give natural father sole and permanent 
custody; the legal framework became one of dispute between 
two couples over custody of child produced by artificial insemi
nation of one couple's wife by the other's husband, and under 
the Parentage Act, claims of natural father and natural mother 
were entitled to equal weight, so best interests of child would 
determine custody. N.J.S.A. 9:2-4, 9:17-40. 

29. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Determination that surrogate parenting contract was unen

fo~ceable and illegal did not justify awarding custody of child to 
mother and her former husband on theory that to deter surro
gate contracts, custody should remain in surrogate mother 
unless she was unfit, regardless of best interests of child; 
declaration that surrogate contract was unenforceable and il
legal would be sufficient to deter similar agreements, and 
child's best interests would not be sacrificed in interest of 

· deterrent effect. 

30. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
ID determining which couple should have custody of child 

born pursuant to surrogate parenting contract, custody decision 
had to be ·based on everything which bad actually occurred, 
including mother's taking child to Florida after court issued ex 
parte order requiring mother to tum child over to its. natural 
father and his wife, telephone calls and threats by mother to 
kill child and accuse natural father of sexual abuse of mother's 
other daughter, substantml period of time child had remained in 
custody of natural father and his wife, and all other relevant 
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circumstances, even if initial order requiring mother to turn 
baby over to natural father and his wife had been incorrect. 

31. Infants e=>19.2(2) 

In determining child's best interests in resolving custody 
dispute, question is not what the child's best interests would be 
_if some hypothetical state of facts had existed, but rather, what 
the best interests of the child were currently, even if some of 
the facts might have resulted in part from legal error. 

32. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Evidence supported awarding custody of child born pursu

ant to surrogate parenting contract to natural father and his 
wife, in best interests of child; stability of mother's family life 
was doubtful at time of trial, as her family's finances were in 
serious trouble, and expert opinions indicated that child's life 
would be too closely controlled by mother and that her pros
pects for wholesome independent psychological growth and 
development would be at serious risk, while child had done very 
well during one-and-one-~ years she had been in custody of 
natural father and his wife, their relationship with child · had 
become very strong, their finances more than adequate, and 
they had demonstrated wish and ability to nurture and protect 
child but encourage her independence. 

33. Infants e=>19.3(2) 
In determining best interests of child in resolving custody 

dispute, "best interests" does not contain within it any idealized 
lifestyle, but rather, question boils down to judgment, consist
ing of many factors, about likely future happiness of human 
being_. 

34. Parent and Child e=>2(16) 
Where father and mother are separated and disagree, at 

· birth, on custody of child; only in extreme, truly rare case 
should child be taken from its mother pendente lite, i.e., only in 
most unusual case should child be taken from its mother before 
dispute is finally determined by court on its merits, and sub-
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stantial showing that mother's continued custody would threat
en child's health or welfare would seem to be required. 

35. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Contracts e=>l08(2) 
Surrogate parenting contract is unenforceable and illegal 

and provides no basis for either ex parte, plenary, interlocutory, 
or final order requiring mother to surrender custody to natural 
father of child. 

36. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Any application by natural father in surrogate parenting 

dispute for custody pending outcome of litigation would hence
forth require proof of unfitness, danger to child, or the like, of 
so high a quality and persuasiveness as to make it unlikely that 
application for. custody by mother would succeed, and absent 
the required showing, all that court should do is list matter for 
argument on notice to mother; even threats by mother to flee 
with child should not suffice to warrant any other relief unless 
he:r unfitness is clearly shown, and at most, such threats should 
result in order enjoining flight. 

37. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Issue of mother's rights to visitation with child born pursu

ant to surrogate parenting contract would be remanded to trial 
court for abbreviated hearing and determination, with trial 
court considering developments subsequent to original trial 
court opinion on remand, including mother's divorce, pregnan
cy, and :remarriage; best interests of child had justified award
ing custody to natural father and his wife, trial court's prior 
erroneous decision to terminate mother's parental rights had 
precluded it from making determination on visitation, and 
record was not sufficient to permit appellate court to make 
essentially factual determination on visitation. 

38. Children Out-of-Wedlock e=>20 
Remand of case involving dispute over parental and custo

dial rights of child born pursuant to surrogate parenting con-
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tract would be referred to trial judge different than the original 
trial judge, who had decided to tenninate mother's parental 
rights, for determination on issue of mother's entitlement to 
visitation with child, whose best interests justified placing cus
tody of child in natural father and his wife; original trial 
judge's potential commitment to its findings and extent to 
which judge had already engaged in weighing evidence justified 
remand to different trial judge, after state Supreme Court had 
determined tennination of mother's parental rights was errone
ous and mother was entitled to visitation of soine type. 

39. Children Out-of-Wedlock <8=>20 
Facts to be considered in determining visitation that moth

er of child born pursuant to surrogate parenting contract was 
entitled to, when best interests of child justified placing cu.Stody 
in natural father and his wife, included that the case was not 
divorce case in which visitation is almost invariably granted to 
noncustodial spouse, but to some extent resembled cases in 
which noncustodial spouse· had had practically no relationship 
with child, as well as facts that mother had spent first four 
months of child's life as mother and had regularly visited child 
since then, that mother was natural and legal mother of child 
and was not to be penalized because of surrogate contract, and 
that mother was entitled to have her own interest in visitation 
considered. 

40. Parent and Child <8=>2(17) 
Visitation rights of parent cannot be determined without 

consideration of parents' interests along with those of child. 

41. Children Out-of-Wedlock <8=>20 
Mother of child born pursuant to surrogate parenting con

tract was entitled to visitation at some point with child, whose 
best interests justified placing custody in natural father and his 
wife; on remand, trial court could not determine mother was 
not entitled to visitation, but was to determine what kind of 
visitation should be granted to mother, with or without condi-
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tions, and when and under what circumstances visitation should 
commence. 
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The opinion of the Court was delivered by 

WILENTZ, C.J. 

In this matter the Court is asked to determine the validity of 
a contract that purports to provide a new way of bringing 
children into a family. For a fee of $10,000, a woman agrees to 
be artificially inseminated with the semen of another woman's 
husband; she is to conceive a child, carry it to term, and after 
its birth surrender it to the natural father and his wife. The 
intent of the contract is that the child's natural mother will 
thereafter be forever separated from her child. The wife is to 
adopt the child, and she and the natural father are to be 
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regarded as its parents for all purposes. The contract provid
ing for this is called a "surrogacy contract," the natural mother 
inappropriately called the "surrogate mother." 

We invalidate the surrogacy contract because it conflicts with 
the law and public policy of this State. While we recognize the 
depth of the yearning of infertile couples to have their own 
children, we find the payment of money to a "surrogate" 
mother illegal, perhaps criminal, and potentially degrading to 
women. Although in this ease we grant custody to the natural 
father, the evidence having clearly proved such custody to be in 
the best interests of the infant, we void both the termination of 
the surrogate mother's parental rights and the adoption of the 
child by the wife/stepparent. We thus restore the "surrogate" 
as the mother of the child. We remand the issue of the natural 
mother's visitation rights to the trial court, since that issue was 
not reached belowand the record before us is not sufficient to 
permit us to decide it de novo. 

We find no offense to our present laws where a woman 
voluntarily and without payment agrees to act as a "surrogate" 
mother, provided that she is not subject to a binding agreement 
to surrender her child. Moreover, our holding today does not 
preclude the Legislature from altering the ·current statutory 
scheme, within constitutional limits, so as to permit surrogacy 
contracts. Under current law, however, the surrogacy agree-

. ment before us is illegal and invalid. 

I. 

FACTS 
In February 1985, William Stern and Mary Beth Whitehead 

entered into a surrogacy contract. It recited that Stern's wife, 
Elizabeth, was infertile, that they wanted a child, and that Mrs. 
Whitehead was willing to provide that child as the mother with 
Mr. Stern as the father. 
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The contract provided that through artificial insemination 
using Mr. Stern's sperm, Mrs. Whitehead would become preg
nant, carry the child to term, bear it, deliver it to the Sterns, 
and thereafter do whatever was necessary to terminate her 
maternal rights so that Mrs. Stem could thereafter adopt the 
cluld. Mrs. Whitehead's husband, Ricbard,1 was also a party to 
the contract; Mrs. Stem was not. Mr. Whitehead promised to 
do all acts necessary to rebut the presumption of paternity 
under the Parentage Act. N.J.S.A. 9:17-438.(1), -44a. Al
though Mrs. Stem was not a party to the surrogacy agreement, 
the contract gave her sole custody of the child in the event of 
Mr. Stem's death. Mrs. Stem's status as a nonparty to the 
surrogate parenting agreement presumably was to avoid the 
application of the baby-selling statute to this arrangement. 
N.J.S.A. 9:3-54. 

Mr. Stem, on his part, agreed to attempt the artificial insemi
nation and to pay Mrs. Whitehead $10,000 after the child's 
birth, on its delivery to him. In a separate contract, Mr. Stem 
agreed to pay $7,500 to the Infertility Center of New York 
("ICNY"). The Center's advertising campaigns solicit surro
gate mothers and encourage infertile couples to consider surro
gacy. ICNY arranged for the surrogacy contract by bringing 
the parties together, explaining the process to them, furnishing 
the contractual form,= and providing legal counsel. 

The history of the parties' involvement in this arrangement 
suggests their good faith. William and Elizabeth Stem were 

lSubsequent to the trial court proceedings, Mr. and Mrs. Whitehead were 
divorced, and soon thereafter Mrs. Whitehead remarried. Nevertheless, in the 
course of this opinion we will make reference almost exclusively to the~ as 
they existed at the time of trial, the facts on which the decisi?n we now rev~~ 
was reached. We note moreover that Mr. Whitehead remams a party to this 
dispute. For these reasons, we continue to refer to appellants as Mr. and Mrs. 

Whitehead. 

2The Stem-Whitehead contract (the "surrogacy contract") and the Stern
ICNY contract are reproduced below as Appendices A and B respectively. Other 
ancillary agreements and their attachments are omitted. 
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married in July 1974, having met at the University of Michigan, 
where both were Ph.D. candidates. Due to financial considera
tions and Mrs. Stem's pursuit of a medical degree and residen
cy, they decided to defer starting a family unti11981. Before 
then, however, Mrs. Stem learned that she might have multiple 
sclerosis and that the disease in some cases renders pregnancy 
a serious health risk. Her anxiety appears to have exceeded 
the actual risk, which current medical authorities assess as 
minimal. Nonetheless that anxiety was evidently quite real, 
Mrs. Stem fearing that pregnancy might precipitate blindness, 
paraplegia, or other forms of debilitation. Based on the per
ceived risk, the Sterns decided to forego having their own 
children. The decision had special significance for Mr. Stem. 
Most of his family had been destroyed in the Holocaust. As the 
family's only survivor, he very much wanted to continue his 
bloodline. 

Initially the Stems considered adoption, but were discouraged 
by the substantial delay apparently involved and by the poten
tial problem they saw arising from their age and their differing 
religious backgrounds. They were most eager for some other 
means to start a family. 

The paths of Mrs. Whitehead and the Sterns to surrogacy 
were similar. Both responded to advertising by ICNY. The 
Sterns' response, following their inquiries into adoption, was 
the result of their long-standing decision to have a child. Mrs. 
Whitehead's response apparently resulted from her sympathy 
with family members and others who could have no children 
(she stated that she wanted to give another couple the "gift of 
life"); she also wanted the $10,000 to help her family. 

Both parties, undoubtedly because of their own self-interest, 
were less sensitive to the implications of the transaction than 
they might otherwise have been. Mrs. Whitehead, for instance, 
appears not to have been concerned about whether the Sterns 
would make good parents for her child; the Sterns, on their 
part, while conscious of the obvious possibility that surrender-
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ing the child might cause grief to Mrs. Whitehead, overcame 
their qualms because of their desire for a child. At any rate, 
both the Stems and Mrs. Whitehead were committed· to the 
arrangement; both thought it right and constructive. 

Mrs; Whitehead had reached her decision concerning surroga
cy before the Sterns, and had actually been involved as a 
potential surrogate mother with another couple. After numer
ous unsuccessful artificial inseminations, that effort was aban
doned. Thereafter, the Sterns learned of the Infertility Center, 
the possibilities of surrogacy, and of Mary Beth Whitehead. 
The two couples met to discuss the surrogacy arrangement and 
decided to go forward. On February 6, 1985, Mr. Stem and Mr. 
and Mrs. Whitehead executed the surrogate parenting agree
ment. After several artificial inseminations over a period of 
months, Mrs. Whitehead became pregnant. The pregnancy was 
uneventful and on March 27, 1986, Baby M was born. 

Not wishing anyone at the hospital to be aware of the 
surrogacy arrangement, Mr. and Mrs. Whitehead appeared to 
all as the proud parents of a healthy female child. Her birth 
certificate indicated her name to be Sara Elizabeth Whitehead 
and her father to be Richard Whitehead. In accordance with 
Mrs. Whitehead's request, the Stems visited the hospital unob
trusively to see the newborn child. 

Mrs. Whitehead realized, almost from the moment of birth, 
that she could not part with this child. She had felt a bond with 
it even during pregnancy. Some indication of the attachment 
was conveyed to the Sterns at the hospital when they told Mrs. 
Whitehead what they were going to name the baby. She 
apparently broke into tears and indicated that she did not know 
if she could give up the child. She talked about how the baby 
looked like her other daughter, and made it clear that she was 
experiencing great difficulty with the decision. 

Nonetheless, Mrs. Whitehead was, for the moment, true to 
her word. Despite powerful inclinations to the contrary, she 
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turned her child over to the Stems on March 30 at the White
heads' home. 

The Stems were thrilled with their new child. They had 
planned extensively for its arrival, far beyond the practical 
furnishing of a room for her. It was a time of joyful celebra
tion-not just for them but for their friends as well. The 
Stems looked forward to raising their daughter, whom they 
named Melissa. While aware by then that Mrs. Whitehead was 
undergoing an emotional crisis, they were as yet not cognizant 
of the depth of that crisis and its implications for their newly
enlarged family. 

Later in the evening of March 30, Mrs. Whitehead became 
deeply disturbed, disconsolate, stricken with· unbearable sad
ness. She had to have her child. She could not eat, sleep, or 
concentrate on anything other than her need for her baby. The 
next day she went to the Stems' home and told them how much 
she was suffering. 

The depth of Mrs. Whitehead's despair surprised and fright
ened the Stems. She told them that she could not live without 
her baby, that she must have her, even if only for one week, 
that thereafter she would surrender her child. The Stems, 
concerned that Mrs. Whitehead might indeed commit suicide, 
not wanting under any circumstances to risk that, and in any 
event believing that Mrs. Whitehead would keep her word, 
turned the child over to her. It was not until four months later, 
after a series of attempts to regain possession of the child, that 
Melissa was returned to the Stems, having been forcibly re
moved from the home where she was then living with Mr. and 
Mrs. Whitehead, the home in Florida owned by Mary Beth 
Whitehead's parents. 

The struggle over Baby M began when it became apparent 
that Mrs. Whitehead could not return the child to Mr. Stern. 
Due to Mrs. Whitehead's refusal to relinquish the baby, Mr. 
Stem filed a complaint seeking enforcement of the surrogacy 
contract. He alleged, accurately, that Mrs. Whitehead had not 
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only refused to comply with the surrogacy contract but had 
threatened to flee from New Jersey with the child in order to 
avoid even the possibility of his obtaining custody. The court 
papers asserted that if Mrs. Whitehead were to be given notice 
of the application for an order requiring her to relinquish 
custody, she would, prior to the hearing, leave the state with 
the baby. And that is precisely what she did. After the order 
was entered, ex parte, the process server, aided by the police, in 
the presence of the Sterns, entered Mrs. Whitehead's home to 
execute the order. Mr. Whitehead fled with the child, who had 
been handed to him through a window while those who came to 
enforce the order were thrown off balance by a dispute over the 
child's current name. 

The Whiteheads immediately fled to Florida with Baby M. 
They stayed initially with Mrs. Whitehead's parents, where one 
of Mrs. Whitehead's children had been living. For the next 
three months, the Whiteheads and Melissa lived at roughly 
twenty different hotels, motels, and homes in order to avoid 
apprehension. From time to time Mrs. Whitehead would call 
Mr. Stern to discuss the matter; the conversations, recorded by 
Mr. Stern on advice of counsel, show an escalating dispute 
about rights, morality, and power, accompanied by threats of 
Mrs. Whitehead to kill herself, to kill the child, and falsely to 
accuse Mr. Stern of sexually molesting Mrs. Whitehead's other 
daughter. 

Eventually the Sterns discovered where the Whiteheads were 
staying, commenced supplementary proceedings in Florida, and 
obtained an order requiring the Whiteheads to turn over the 
child. Police in Florida enforced the order, forcibly removing 
the child from her grandparents' home. She was soon there
after brought to New Jersey and turned over to the Sterns. 
The prior order of the court, issued ex parte, awarding custody 
of the child to the Sterns pendente lite, was reaffirmed by the 
trial court after consideration of the certified representations of 
the parties (both represented by counsel) concerning the un
usual sequence of events that had unfolded. Pending final 
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judgment, Mrs. Whitehead was awarded limited visitation with 
Baby M. 

The Sterns' complaint, in addition to seeking possession and 
ultimately custody of the child, sought enforcement of the 
surrogacy contract. Pursuant to the contract, it asked that the 
child be permanently placed in their custody, that Mrs. White
head's parental rights be terminated, and that Mrs. Stern be 
allowed to adopt the child, ie., that, for all purposes, Melissa 
become the Sterns' child. 

The trial took thirty-two days over a period of more than two 
months. It included numerous interlocutory appeals and at
tempted interlocutory appeals. There were twenty-three wit
nesses to the facts recited above and fifteen expert witnesses, 
eleven testifying on the issue of custody and four on the 
subject of Mrs. Stern's multiple sclerosis; the bulk of the 
testimony was devoted to determining the parenting arrange
ment most compatible with the child's best interests. Soon 
after the conclusion of the trial, the trial court announced its 
opinion from the bench. 217 N.J.Super. 313 (1987). It held 
that the surrogacy contract was valid; ordered that Mrs. White
head's parental rights be terminated and that sole custody of 
the child be granted to Mr. Stern; and, after hearing brief 
testimony from Mrs. Stern, immediately entered an order allow
ing the adoption of Melissa by Mrs. Stern, all in accordance 
with the surrogacy contract. Pending the outcome of the 
appeal, we granted a continuation of visitation to Mrs. White
head, although slightly more limited than the visitation allowed 
during the trial. 

Although clearly expressing its view that the surrogacy 
contract was valid, the trial court devoted the major portion of 
its opinion to the question of the baby's best interests. The 
inconsistency is apparent. The surrogacy contract calls for the 
surrender of the child to the Sterns, permanent and sole custo
dy in the Sterns, and termination of Mrs. Whitehead's parental 
rights, all without qualification, all regardless of any evaluation 
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of the best interests of the child. AB a matter of fact the 
contract recites (even before the child was conceived) that it is 
in the best interests of the child to be placed with Mr. Stern. In 
effect, the trial court awarded custody to Mr. Stern,_ the natural 
father, based on the same kind of evidence and analysis as 
might be expected had no surrogacy contract existed. Its 
rationalization, however, was that while the surrogacy contract 
was valid, specific performance would not be granted unless 
that remedy was in the best. interests of the child. The factual 
issues confronted and decided by the trial court were the same 
as if Mr. Stern and Mrs. Whitehead had had the child out of 
wedlock, intended or unintended, and then disagreed about 
custody. The trial court's awareness of the irrelevance of the 
contract in the court's determination of custody is suggested by 
its remark that beyond the question of the child's best interests, 
"[a]ll other concerns raised by counsel constitute commentary." 
217 N.J.Super. at 323. 

On the question of best interests-and we agree, but for 
different reasons, that custody was the critical issue-the 
court's analysis of the testimony was perceptive, demonstrating 
both its understanding of the case and its considerable experi
ence in these matters. We agree substantially with both its 
analysis and conclUsions on the matter of custody. 

The court's review and analysis of the surrogacy contract, 
however, is not at all in accord with ours. The trial court . 
concluded that the various statutes governing this matter, 
including those concerning adoption, termination of parental 
rights, and payment of money in connection with adoptions, do 
not apply to surrogacy contracts. Id. at 372-73. It reasoned 
that because the Legislature did not have surrogacy contracts 
in mind when it passed those laws, those laws were therefore 
irrelevant. Ibid. Thus, assuming it was writing on a clean 
slate, the trial court analyzed the interests involved and the 
power of the court to accommodate them. It then held that 
surrogacy contracts are valid and should be enforced, id. at 
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388, and furthermore that Mr. Stern's rights under the surroga
cy contract were constitutionally protected. Id. at 385-88. 

Mrs. Whitehead appealed. This Court granted direct certifi
cation. 107 N.J. 140 (1987). The briefs of the parties on appeal 
were joined by numerous briefs filed by amici expressing 
various interests and views on surrogacy and on this case. We 
have found many of them helpful in resolving the issues before 
us. 

Mrs. Whitehead contends that the surrogacy contract, for a 
variety of reasons, is invalid. She contends that it conflicts 
with public policy since it guarantees that the child will not 
have the nurturing of both natural parents-presumably New 
Jersey's goal for families. She further argues that it deprives 
the mother of her constitutional right to the companionship of 
her child, and that it conflicts with statutes concerning termi
nation of parental rights and adoption. With the contract thus 
void, Mrs. Whitehead claims primary custody (with visitation 
rights in Mr. Stern) both on a best interests basis (stressing the 
"tender years" doctrine) as well as on the policy basis of 
discouraging surrogacy contracts. She maintains that even if 
custody would ordinarily go to Mr. Stern, here it .should be 
awarded to Mrs. Whitehead to deter future surrogacy arrange
ments. 

In a brief filed after oral argument, counsel for Mrs. White
head suggests that the standard for determining best interests 
where the infant resulted from a surrogacy contract is that the 
child. should be placed with the mother absent a showing of 
unfitness. All parties agree that no expert testified that Mary 
Beth Whitehead was unfit as a mother; the trial court express
ly found that she was not "unfit," that, on the contrary, "she is 
a good mother for and to her older children," 217 N.J.Super. at 
397; and no one now claims anything to the contrary. 

One of the repeated themes put forth by Mrs. Whitehead is 
that the court's initial ez parte order granting custody to the 
Sterns during the trial was a substantial factor in the ultimate 
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"best interests" determination. That initial order, claimed to be 
erroneous by Mrs. Whitehead, not only established Melissa as 
part of the Stern family, but brought enormous pressure on 
Mrs. Whitehead. The order brought the weight of the state 
behind the Sterns' attempt, ultimately successful, to gain pos
session of the child. The resulting pressure, Mrs. Whitehead 
contends, caused her to act in ways that were atypical of her 
ordinary behavior when not under stress, and to act in ways 
that were thought to be inimical to the child's best interests in 
that they demonstrated a failure of character, maturity, and 
consistency. She claims that any mother who truly loved her 
child might so respond and that it is doubly unfair to judge her 
on the basis of her reaction to an extreme situation rarely faced 
by any mother, where that situation was itself caused by an 
erroneous order of the court. Therefore, according to Mrs. 
Whitehead, the erroneous ex parte order precipitated a series 
of events that proved instrumental in the final result.3 

The Sterns claim that the surrogacy contract is valid and 
should be enforced, largely for the reasons given by the trial 
court. They claim a constitutional right of privacy, which 
includes the right of procreation, and the right of consenting 
adults to deal with matters of reproduction as they see fit. As 
for the child's best interests, their position is factual: given all 
Of the circumstances, the child is better off in their custody 
with no residual parental rights reserved for Mrs. Whitehead. 

[1] Of considerable interest in this clash of views is the 
position of the child's guardian ad litem, wisely appointed by 
the court at the outset of the litigation. As the child's repre
sentative, her role in the litigation, as she viewed it, was solely 
to protect the child's best interests. She therefore took no 
position on the validity of the surrogacy contract, and instead 

3Another argument advanced by Mrs. Whitehead is that the surrogacy 
agreement violates state wage regulations, NJ.s.A. 34:11-4.7, and the Minimum 
Wage Standard Act, NJ.s.A. 34:11-56a to -S6a30. Given our disposition of the 
matter, we need not reach those issues. 
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devoted her energies to obtaining expert testimony uninflu
enced by any interest other than the child's. We agree with the 
guardian's perception of her role in this litigation. She appro
priately refrained from taking any position that might have 
appeared to compromise her role as the child's advocate. She 
first took the position, based on her experts' testimony, that the 
Sterns should have primary custody, and that while Mrs. White
head's parental rights should not be terminated, no visitation 
should be allowed for five years. As a result of subsequent 
developments, mentioned infra, her view has changed. She 
now recommends that no visitation be allowed at least until 
Baby M reaches maturity. 

Although some of the experts' opinions touched on visitation, 
the major issue they addressed was whether custody should be 
reposed in the Sterns or in the Whiteheads. The trial court, 
consistent in this respect with its view that the surrogacy 
contract was valid, did not deal at all with the question of 
visitation. Having concluded that the best interests of the child 
called for custody in the Sterns, the trial court enforced the 
operative provisions of the surrogacy contract, terminated Mrs. 
Whitehead's parental rights, and granted an adoption to Mrs. 
Stern. Explicit in the ruling was the conclusion that the best 
interests determination removed whatever impediment might 
have existed in enforcing the surrogacy contract. This Court, 
therefore, is without guidance from the trial court on the 
visitation issue, an issue of considerable importance in any 
event, and especially important in view of our determination 
that the surrogacy contract is invalid. 

n. 

INVALIDITY AND UNENFORCEABILITY OF 
SURROGACY CONTRACT 

We have concluded that this surrogacy contract is invalid. 
Our conclusion has two bases: direct conflict with existing 
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statutes and conflict with the public policies of this State, as 
expressed in its statutory and decisional law. 

[2] One of the surrogacy contract's basic purposes, to 
achieve the adoption of a child through private placement, 
though permitted in New Jersey "is very much disfavored." 
Sees v. Baber, 74 N.J. 201, 217 (1977). Its use of money for 
this purpose-and we have no doubt whatsoever that the money 
is being paid to obtain an adoption and not, as the Sterns argue, 
for the personal services of Mary Beth Whitehead-is illegal 
and perhaps criminal. N.J.S.A. 9:3-54. In addition to the 
inducement of money, there is the coercion of contract: the 
natural mother's irrevocable agreement, prior to birth, even 
prior to conception, to surrender the child to the adoptive 
couple. Such an agreement is totally unenforceable in private 
placement adoption. Sees, 74 N.J. at 212-14. Even where the 
adoption is through an approved agency, the formal agreement 
to surrender occurs only after birth (as we read N.J.S.A. 9:2-16 
and -17, and similar statutes), and then, by regulation, only 
after the birth mother has been offered counseling. N.J.A.C. 
10:121A-5.4(c). Integral to these invalid provisons of the surro
gacy contract is the related agreement, equally invalid, on the 
part of the natural mother to cooperate with, apd not to contest, 
proceedings to terminate her parental rights, as well as her 
contractual concession, in aid of the adoption, that the child's 
best interests would be served by awarding custody to the 
natural father and his wife-all of this before she has even 
conceived, and, in some cases, before she has the slightest idea 
of what the natural father and adoptive mother are like. 

The foregoing provisions not only directly conflict with New 
Jersey statutes, but also offend long-established State policies. 
These critical terms, which are at the heart of the contract, are 
invalid and unenforceable; the conclusion therefore follows, 
without more, that the entire contract is unenforceable. 
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A. Conflict with Statutory Provisions 

The surrogacy contract conflicts with: (1) laws prohibiting 
the use of money in connection with adoptions; (2) laws requir
ing proof of parental unfitness or abandonment before termi
nation of parental rights is ordered or an adoption is granted; 
and (3) laws that make surrender of custody and consent to 
adoption revocable in private placement adoptions. 

[3] (1) Our law proru"bits paying or accepting money in 
connection with any placement of a child for adoption. N.J.S.A. 
9:3-54a. Violation is a high misdemeanor. N.J.S.A. 9:3-54c. 
Excepted are fees of an approved agency (which must be a 
non-profit entity, N.J.S.A. 9:3-38a) and certain expenses in 
connection with childbirth. N.J.S.A. 9:3-54b.4 

Considerable care was taken in this case to structure the 
surrogacy arrangement so as not to violate this proru"bition. 
The arrangement was structured as follows: the adopting 
parent, Mrs. Stern, was not a party to the surrogacy contract; 
the money paid to Mrs. Whitehead was stated to be for her 
services-not for the adoption; the sole purpose of the contract 
was stated as being that "of giving a child to William Stern, its 
natural and biological father''; the money was purported to be 

4NJ.S.A. 9:3-54 reads as follows: 
a. No person, firm, partnership, corporation, association or agency 

shall make, offer to make or assist or participate in any placement for 
adoption and in connection therewith 

(1) Pay, give or agree to give any money or any valuable consideration, 
or assume or discharge any financial obligation; or 

(2) Take, receive, accept or agree to accept any money or any valuable 
consideration. 

b. The prohibition of ·subsection a. shall not apply to the fees or 
services of any approved agency in connection with a placement for 
adoption, nor shall such prohibition apply to the payment or reimburse
ment of medical, hospital or other similar expenses incurred in connection 
with the birth or any illness of the child, or to the acceptance of such 
reimbursement by a parent of the child. 

c. Any person, firm, partnership, corporation, association or agency 
violating this section shall be guilty of a high misdemeanor. 

109 N.J.R~15 
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"compensation for services and expenses and in no way . . . a 
fee for termination of parental rights or a payment in exchange 
for consent to surrender a child for adoption"; the fee to the 
Infertility Center ($7,500) was stated to be for legal representa
tion, advice, administrative work, and other "services." Never
theless, it seems clear that the money was paid and accepted in 
connection with an adoption. 

The Infertility Center's major role was first as a "finder'' of 
the surrogate mother whose child was to be adopted, and 
second as the arranger of all proceedings that led to the 
adoption. Its role as adoption finder is demonstrated by the 
provision requiring Mr. Stern to pay another $7,500 if he uses 
Mary Beth Whitehead again as a surrogate, and by ICNY's 
agreement to "coordinate arrangements for the adoption of the 
child by the wife." The surrogacy agreement requires Mrs. 
Whitehead to surrender Baby M for the purposes of adoption. 
The agreement notes that Mr. and Mrs. Stern wanted to have a 
child, and provides that the child be "placed" with Mrs. Stern in 
the event Mr. Stern dies before the child is born. The payment 
of the $10,000 occurs only on surrender of custody of the child 
and "completion of the duties and obligations" of Mrs. White
head, including termination of her parental rights to facilitate 
adoption by Mrs. Stern. AB for the contention that the Sterns 
are paying only for services and not for an adoption, we need 
note only that they would pay nothing in the event the child 
died before the fourth month of pregnancy, and only $1,000 if 
the child were stillborn, even though the "services" had been 
fully rendered. Additionally, one of Mrs. Whitehead's estimat
ed costs, to be assumed by Mr. Stern, was an "Adoption Fee," 
presumably for Mrs. Whitehead's incidental costs in connection 
with the adoption. 

Mr. Stern knew he was paying for the adoption of a child; 
Mrs. Whitehead knew she was accepting money so that a child 
might be adopted; the Infertility Center knew that it was being 
paid for assisting in the adoption of a child. The actions of all 
three wQrked to frustrate the goals of the statute. It strains 
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credulity to claim that these arrangements, touted by those in 
the surrogacy business as an attractive alternative to the usual 
route leading to an adoption, really amount to something other 
than a private placement adoption for money. 

The prohibition of our statute is strong. Violation consti
tutes a high misdemeanor, N.J.S.A. 9:3-54c, a third-degree 
crime, N.J.S.A. 2C:43-1b, carrying a penalty of three to five 
years imprisonment. N.J.S.A. 2C:43--6a(3). The evils inherent 
in baby-bartering are loathsome for a myriad of reasons. The 
child is sold without regard for whether the purchasers will be 
suitable parents. N. Baker, Baby Selling: The Scandal of 
Black Market Adoption 7 (1978). The natural mother does not 
receive the benefit of counseling and guidance to assist her in 
making a decision that may affect her for a lifetime. In fact, 
the monetary incentive to sell her child may, depending on her 
financial circumstances, make her decision less voluntary. Id. 
at 44. Furthermore, the adoptive parents 5 may not be fully 
informed of the natural parents' medical history. 

Baby-selling potentially results in the exploitation of all par
ties involved. Ibid. Conversely, adoption statutes seek to fur
ther humanitarian goals, foremost among them the best inter
ests of the child. H. Witmer; E. Herzog, E. Weinstein, & M. 
Sullivan, Independent Adoptions: A Follow-Up Study 32 
(1967). The negative consequences of baby-buying are poten
tially present in the surrogacy context, especially the potential 
for placing and adopting a child without regard to the interest 
of the child or the natural mother.·· 

[4, 5] (2) The termination of Mrs. Whitehead's parental 
rights, called for by the surrogacy contract and aetually or
dered by the court, 217 N.J.Super. at 399-400, fails to comply 

50f course, here there arc no "adoptive parents," but rather the natural father 
and his wife, the only adoptive parent. As noted, however, many of the 
dangers of using money in connection with adoption may exist in surrogacy 
situations. 
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wiPl the stringent requirements of New Jersey law. Our law, 
recognizing the finality of any termination of parental rights, 
provides for such termination only where there has been a 
voluntary surrender of a child to an approved agency or to the 
Division of Youth and Family Services (''riYFS"), accompanied 
by a formal document acknowledging termination of parental 
rights, N.J.S.A. 9:2-16, -17; N.J.S.A. 9:3-41;. N.J.S.A. 30:4c-
23, or where there has been a showing of parental abandon
ment or unfitness. A termination may ordinarilY take one of 
three forms: an action by an approved· agency, an action by 
DYFS, or an action in connection with a private placement 
adoption. The three are governed by separate statutes, but the 
standards for termination are substantially the same, except 
that whereas a written surrender is effective when made to an 
approved agency or to DYFS, there is no provision for it in the 
private placement context. See N.J.S.A. 9:2-14; N.J.S.A. 

30:4c-23. 
N.J.S.A. 9:2-18 to -20 governs an action by an approved 

agency to terminate parental rights. Such an action, whether 
or not in conjunction with a pending adoption, may proceed on 
proof of written surrender, N.J.S.A. 9:2-16, -17, "forsaken 
parental obligation,'' or other specific grounds such as death or 
insanity, N.J.S.A. 9:2-19. Where the parent has not executed a 
formal consent, termination requires a showing of "forsaken 
parental obligation,'' ie., "willful and continuous neglect or 
failure to perform the natural and regular obligations of care 
and support of a child." N.J.S.A. 9:2-13(d). See also N.J.S.A. 

9:3-46a, -47 c. 
Where DYFS is the agency seeking termination, the require-

ments are similarly stringent, although at first glance they do 
not appear to be so. DYFS can, as can any approved agency, 
accept a formal voluntary surrender or writing having the 
effect of termination and giving DYFS the r_ight to place the 
child for adoption. N.J.S.A. 30:4c-23. Absent such formal 
written surrender and consent, similar to that given to ap
proved agencies, DYFS can terminate parental rights in an 
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statutory factor in terminating parental rights." Id. at 213. 
Sees established that without proof that parental obligations 
had been forsaken, there would be no termination in a private 
placement setting. 

[6] As the trial court recognized, without a valid termination· 
there can be no adoption. In re Adoption of Children by D., 
supra, 61 N.J. at 95. This requirement applies to all adoptions, 
whether they be private placements, ibid., or agency adoptions, 
N.J.S.A. 9:3-46a, -47c. 

[7-10] Our statutes, and the cases interpreting them, leave 
no doubt that where there has been no written surrender to an 
approved agency or to DYFS, termination of parental rights 
will not be granted in this state absent a ·very strong showing 
of abandonment or neglect. See, e.g., Sorentino v. Family & 
Children's Soc'y of Elizabeth, 74 N.J. 313 (1977) (Sorentino 
II); Sees v. Baber, 74 N.J. 201 (1977); Sorentino v. Family & 
Children~ Soc'y of Elizabeth, 72 N.J. 127 (1976) (Sorentino I); 
In re Adoption of Children by D., supra, 61 N.J. 89. That 
showing is required in every context in which termination of 
parental rights is sought, be it an action by an approved 
agency, an action by DYFS, or a private placement adoption 
proceeding, even where the petitioning adoptive parent is, as 
here, a stepparent. While the statutes make certain procedural 
allowances when stepparents are involved, N.J.S.A. 9:3-48a(2), 
-48a(4), -48c(4), the substantive requirement for terminating 
the natural parents' rights is not relaxed one iota. N.J.S.A. 
9:3-48c(1); In reAdoption of Children by D., supra, 61 N.J. at 
94-95; In re Adoption by J.J.P., supra, 175 N.J.Super. at 
426-28; In re N., 96 N.J.Super. 415, 423-27 (App.Div.1967). It 
is clear that a "best interests" determination is never sufficient 
to terminate parental rights; the statutory criteria must be 
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proved.6 

[11] In this case a termination of parental rights was ob
tained not by proving the statutory prerequisites but by claim
ing the benefit of contractual provisions. From all that has 
been stated above, it is clear that a contractual agreement to 
abandon one's parental rights, or not to contest a termination 
action, will not be enforced in our courts. The Legislature 
would not have so carefully, so consistently, and so substantial
ly restricted termination of parental rights if it had intended to 
allow termination to be achieved by one short sentence in a 

:contract . 
. Since the termination was invalid,7 it follows, as noted above, 

that adoption of Melissa by Mrs. Stern could not properly be 
granted. 

[12] (3) The provision in the surrogacy contract stating that 
Mary Beth Whitehead agrees to "surrender custody . . . and 
terminate all parental rights" contains no clause giving her a 
right to rescind. It is intended to be an irrevocable consent to 
surrender the child for adoption-in other words, an irrevocable 

&Counsel for the Stems argues that the Pllrentage Act empowers the court to 
terminate parental rights solely on the basis of the child's best interests. He 
cites NJ.s.A. 9:17-53c, which reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 

The judgment or order may contain any other provision directed against 
the appropriate party to the proc:eeding concerning the duty of support, the 
custody and guardianship of the child, visitation privileges with the child, 
the furnishing of bond or other security for the payment of the jUdgment, 
the repayment of any public assistance grant, or any other matter in the 
best interests uf the child. [Emphasis supplied]. 

We do not interpret this section as in any way altering or diluting the 
statutory prerequisites to termination discussed above. Termination of pa
rental rights differs qualitatively from the matters to which this section is 
expressly directed, and, in any event, we have no doubt that if the Legislature 
had intended a substantive change in the standards governing an area of 
such gravity, it would have said so explicitly. 

7We c:Onclude not only that the surrogacy contract is an insufficient basis for 
termination, but that no statutory or other basis for termination existed. See 
infra at 444-447. 
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commitment by Mrs. Whitehead to turn Baby M over to the 
Stems and thereafter to allow termination of her parental 
rights. The trial court required a "best interests" showing as a 
condition to granting specific performance of the surrogacy 
contract. 217 N.J.Super. at 399-400. Having decided the 
"best interests" issue in favor of the Sterns, that court's order 
included, among other things, specific performance of this 
agreement to surrender custody and terminate all parental 
rights. 

Mrs. Whitehead, shortly after the child's birth, had attempted 
to revoke her consent and surrender by refusing, after the 
Stems had allowed her to have the child "just for one week," to 
return Baby M to them. The trial court's award of specific 
performance therefore reflects its view that the consent to 
surrender the child was irrevocable. We accept the trial court's 
construction of the contract; indeed it appears quite clear that 
this was the parties' intent. Such a provision, however, making 
irrevocable the natural mother's consent to surrender custody 
of her child in a private placement adoption, clearly conflicts 
with New Jersey law. 

Our analysis commences with the statute providing for sur
render of custody to an approved agency and termination of 
parental rights on the suit of that agency. The two basic 
provisions of the statute are N.J.S.A 9:2--14 and 9:2--16. The 
former provides explicitly that 

[e]xcept as otherwise provided by law or by order or judgment of a court of 
competent jurisdiction or by testamentary disposition, no surrender of the 
custody of a child shall be valid in this state unless made to an approved agency 
pursuant to the provisions of this act .•.. 

There is no exception "provided by law," and it is not clear that 
there could be any "order or judgment of a court of competent 
jurisdiction" validating a surrender of custody as a basis for 
adoption when that surrender was not in conformance with the 
statute. Requirements for a voluntary surrender to an ap
proved agency are set forth in N.J.S.A 9:2--16. This section 
allows an approved agency to take a voluntary surrender of 
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custody from the parent of a child but provides stringent 
requirements as a condition to its validity. The surrender must 
be in writing, must be in such form as is required for the 
recording of a deed, and, pursuant to N.J.S.A 9:2--17, must 

be such as to declare that the person executing the same desires to relinquish 
the custody of the child, acknowledge the termination of parental rights as to 
such custody in favor of the approved age:. ~. and acknowledge full under
standing of the effect of such surrender as provided by this act. 

If the foregoing requirements are met, the consent, the 
voluntary surrender of custody 

shall be valid whether or not the person giving same is a minor and shall be 
irrevocable except at the discretion of the approved agency taking such surren
der or upon order or judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction, setting aside 

. such surrender upon proof of fraud, duress, or misrepresentation. [N.J.S.A. 
9:2-16.] 

The importance of that irrevocability is that the surrender itself 
gives the agency the power to obtain termination of parental 
rights-in other words, permanent separation of the parent 
from the child, leading in the ordinary case to an adoption. 
N.J.S.A 9:2--18 to -20. 

[13] This statutory pattern, providing for a surrender in 
writing and for termination of parental rights by an approved 
agency, is generally followed in connection with adoption pro
ceedings and proceedings by DYFS to obtain permanent custo
dy of a child. Our adoption statute repeats the requirements 
necessary to accomplish an irrevocable surrender to an ap
proved agency in both form and substance. N.J.S.A 9:3-41a. 
It provides that the surrender "shall be valid and binding 
without regard to the age of the person executing the surren
der,'' ibid.; and although the word "irrevocable" is not used, 
that seems clearly to be the intent of the provision. The 
statute speaks of such surrender as constituting "relinquish
ment of such person's parental rights in or guardianship or 
custody of the child named therein and consent by such person 
to adoption of the child." Ibid. (emphasis supplied). We em
phasize "named therein,'' for we construe the statute to allow a 
surrender only after the birth of the child. The formal consent 
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to surrender enables the approved agency to terminate parental 
righU!. 

Similarly, DYFS is empowered to "take voluntary surrenders 
and releases of custody and consents to adoption[s]" from 
parents, which surrenders, releases, or con8ents "when proper
ly acknowledged . . . shall be valid and binding irrespective of 
the age of the person giving the same, and shall be irrevocable 
except at the discretion of the Bureau of Childrens Services 
[currently DYFS] or upon order of a court of competent juris
diction." N.J.S.A. 30:4C-23. Such consent to surrender of the 
custody of the child would presumably lead to an adoption 
placement by DYFS. See N.J.S.A. 30:4C-20. 

It is clear that the Legislature so carefully circumscribed all 
aspects of a consent to surrender custody-its form and sub
stance, its manner of execution, and the agency or agencies to 
which it may be made-in order to provide the basis for 
irrevocability. It seems most unlikely that the Legislature 
intended that a consent not complying with these requirements 
would also be irrevocable, especially where, as here, that con
sent falls radically short of compliance. Not only do the form 
and substance of the consent in the surrogacy contract fail to 
meet statutory requirements, but the surrender of custody is 
made to a private party. It is not made, as the statute 
requires, either to an approved agency or to DYFS. 

These strict prerequisites to irrevocability constitute a recog
nition of the most serious consequences that flow from such 
consents: termination of parental rights, the permanent separa
tion of parent from child, and the ultimate adoption of the child. 
See Sees v. Baber, supra, 7 4 N.J. at 217. Because of those 
consequences, the Legislature severely limited the circumstanc
es under which such consent would be irrevocable. The legisla
tive goal is furthered by regulations requiring approved agen
cies, prior to accepting irrevocable consents, to. provide advice 
and counseling to women, making it more likely that they fully 
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understand and appreciate the consequences of their acts. N.J. 
A.C. 10:121A-5.4(c). 

Contractual surrender of parental rights is not provided for 
in our statutes as now written. Indeed, in the Parentage Act, 
N.J.S.A. 9:17-38 to -59, there is a specific provision invalidating 
any agreement ''between an alleged or presumed father and the 
mother of the child'' to bar an action brought for the purpose of 
determining paternity "[r]egardless of [the contract's] terms." 
N.J.S.A. 9:17-45. Even a settlement agreement concerning 
parentage reached in a judicially-mandated consent conference 

, is not valid unless the proposed settlement is approved before
hand by the court. N.J.S.A. 9:17-48c and d. There is no doubt 
that a contractual provision purporting to constitute an irrev
ocable agreement to surrender custody of a child for adoption is 
invalid. 

In Sees v. Baber, supra, 7 4 N.J. 201, we noted that a natural 
mother's consent to surrender her child and to its subsequent 
adoption was no longer required by the statute in private 
placement adoptions. After tracing the statutory history from 
the time when such a consent had been an essential prerequisite 
to adoption, we concluded that such a consent was now neither 
necessary nor sufficient for the purpose of terminating parental 
rights. !d. at 213. The consent to surrender custody in that 
case was in writing, bad been executed prior to physical surren
der of the infant, and had been explained to the mother by an 
attorney. The trial court found that the consent to surrender 
of custody in that private placement adoption was knowing, 
voluntary, and deh"berate. !d. at 216. The physical surrender 
of the child took place four days after its birth. Two days 
thereafter the natural mother changed her mind, and asked 
that the adoptive couple give her baby back to her. We held 
that she was entitled to the baby's return. The effect of our 
holding in that case necessarily encompassed our conclusion 
that "in an unsupervised private placement, since there is no 
statutory obligation to consent, there can be no legal barrier to 
its retraction." !d. at 215. The only possible relevance of 
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consent in these matters, we noted, was that it might bear on 
whether there had been an abandonment of the child, or a 
forsaking of parental obligations. Id. at 216. Otherwise, con
sent in a private placement adoption is not only revocable but, 
when revoked early enough, irrelevant. Id. at 213-15. 

[14] The provision in the surrogacy contract whereby the 
mother irrevocably agrees to surrender custody of her child and 
to terminate her parental rights conflicts with the settled inter
pretation of New Jersey statutory law.8 There is only one 
irrevocable consent, and that is the one explici1;Iy provided for 
by statute: a consent to surrender of custody and a placement 
with an approved agency or with DYFS. The provision in the 
surrogacy contract, agreed to before conception, requiring the 
natural mother to surrender custody of the child without any 
right of revocation is one more indk'ltion of the essential 
nature of this transaction: the creation of a contractual system 
of termination and adoption designed to circumvent our stat
utes. 

B. Public Policy COnsiderations 

[15] The surrogacy contract's invalidity, resulting from its 
direct conflict with the above statutory provisions, is further 
underlined when its goals and means are measured against 
New Jersey's public policy. The contract's basic premise, that 
the natural parents can decide in advance of birth which one is 
to have custody of the child, bears no relationship to the settled 
law that the child's best interests shall determine custody. See 
Fantony v. Fantony, 21 N.J. 525, 536-37 (1956); see also 
Sheehan v. Sheehan, 38 N.J.Super. 120, 125 (App.Div.1955) 

liThe surrogacy situation, of course, differs from the situation in Sees, in that 
here there is no •adoptive couple," but rather the natural father and the 
stepmother, who is the would-be adoptive mother. This difference, however, 
docs not go to the basis of the Sees holding. In both cases, the determinative 
aspect is the vulncrabiJity of the natural mother who decides to surrender her 
child in the absence of institutional safeguards. 
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. ; 
(''Whatever the agreement of the parents, the ultimate determi-
nation of custody lies with the court in the exercise of its 
supervisory jurisdiction as parens patriae."). The fact that the 
trial court remedied that aspect of the contract through the 
"best interests" phase does not make the contractual provision 

, any less offensive to the public policy of this State. 
The surrogacy contract guarantees permanent separation of 

the child from one of its natural parents. Our policy, however, 
has long been that to the extent possible, children should 
remain with and be brought up by both of their natural parents. 
That was the first stated purpose of the previous adoption act, 
£.1953, c. 264, § 1, codified at N.J.S.A. 9:3-17 (repealed): "it is 
necessary and desirable (a) to protect the child from unneces
sary separation from his natural parents .... " While not so 
stated in the present adoption law, this purpose remains part of 
the public policy of this State. See, e.g., Wilke v. Culp, 196 
N.J.Super. 487, 496 (App.Div.1984), certif. den., 99 N.J. 243 
(1985); In reAdoption by J.J.P., supra, 175 N.J.Super. at 426. 
This is not simply some theoretical ideal that in practice has no 
meaning. The impact of failure to follow that policy is nowhere 
better shown than in the results of this surrogacy contract. A 
child, instead of starting off its life with as much peace and 
security as possible, finds itself immediately in a tug-of-war 
between contending mother and father.' 

The surrogacy contract violates the policy of this State that 
the rights of natural parents are equal concerning their child, 
the father's right no greater than the mother's. "The parent 

!lAnd the impact on the natural parents, Mr. Stern and Mrs. Whitehead, is 
severe and dramatic. The depth of their coufli.ct about Baby M, about custody, 
visitation, about the goodness or badness of each of them, comes throuih in 
their telephone conversations, in which each tried to persuade the other to give 
up the child. The potential adverse consequences of surrogacy are poignantly 
captured here-Mrs. Whitehead threatening to kill herself and the baby, Mr. 
Stern begging her not to, each blaming the other. The dashed hopes of the 
Sterns, the agony of Mrs. Whitehead, their suffering. their hatted-ell were 
caused by the unraveling of this arrangement. 
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and child relationship extends equally to every child and to 
every parent, regardless of the marital status of the parents." 
N.J.S.A. 9:17-40. As the Assembly Judiciary Committee noted 
in its statement to the bill, this section establishes "the principle 
that regardless of the marital status of the parents, all children 
and all parents have equal rights with respect to each other." 
Statement to Senate No. 888, Assembly Judiciary, Law, Public 
Safety and Defense Committee (1983) (emphasis supplied). The 
whole purpose and effect of the surrogacy contract was to give 
the father the exclusive right to the child by destroying the 
rights of the mother. 

The policies expressed in our comprehensive laws governing 
consent to the surrender of a child, discussed supra at 429-
434, stand in stark contrast to the surrogacy contract and 
what it implies. Here there is no counseling, independent or 
otherwise, of the natural mother, no evaluation, no warning. 

The only legal advice Mary Beth Whitehead received regard
ing the surrogacy contract was provided in connection with the 
contract that she previously entered into with another couple. 
Mrs. Whitehead's lawyer was referred to her by the Infertility 
Center, with which he had an agreement to act as counsel for 
surrogate candidates. His services consisted of spending one 
hour going through the contract with the Whiteheads, section 
by section, and answering their questions. Mrs. Whitehead 
received no further legal advice prior to signing the contract 
with the Sterns. 

Mrs. Whitehead was examined and psychologically evaluated, 
but if it was for her benefit, the record does not disdose that 
fact. The Sterns regarded the evaluation as important, particu
larly in connection with the question of whether she would 
change her mind. Yet they never asked to see it, and were 
content with the assumption that the Infertility Center had 
made an evaluation and had concluded that there was no 
danger that the surrogate mother would change her mind. 
From Mrs. Whitehead's point of view, all that she learned from 
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the evaluation was that "she had passed." It is apparent that 
the profit motive got the better of the Infertility Center. 
Although the evaluation was made, it was not put to any use, 
and understandably so, for the psychologist warned that Mrs. 
Whitehead demonstrated certain traits that might make surren-

, der of the child difficult and that there should be further 
inquiry into this issue in connection with her surrogacy. To 
inquire further, however, might have jeopardized the Infertility 
Center's fee. The record indicates that neither Mrs. Whitehead 
nor the Stems were ever told of this fact, a fact that might 
have ended their surrogacy arrangement. 

Under the contract, the natural mother is irrevocably commit
ted before she knows the strength of her bond with her child. 
She never makes a totally voluntary, informed decision, for 
quite clearly any decision prior to the baby's birth. is, in the 
most important sense, uninformed, and any decision after that, 
compelled by a pre-existing contractual commitment, the threat 
of a lawsuit, and the inducement of a $10,000 payment, is less 
than totally voluntary. Her interests are of little concern to 
those who controlled this transaction. 

Although the interest of the natural father and adoptive 
mother is certainly the predominant interest, realistically the 
only interest served, even they are left with less than what 
public policy requires. They know little about the natural 
mother, her genetic makeup, and her psychological and medical 
history. Moreover, not even a superficial attempt is made to 
determine their awareness of their responsibilities as parents. 

Worst of all, however, is the contract's total disregard of the 
best interests of the child. . There is not the slightest sugges
tion that any inquiry will be made at any time to determine the 
fitness of the Sterns as custodial parents, of Mrs. Stern as an 
adoptive parent, their superiority to Mrs. Whitehead, or the 
effect on the child of not living with her natural mother. 

This is the sale of a child, or, at the very least, the sale of a 
mother's right to her child, the only mitigating factor being 
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that one of the purchasers is the father. Almost every evil that 
prompted the prohibition on the payment of money in connec
tion with adoptions exists here. 

The differences between an adoption and a surrogacy con
tract should be noted, since it is asserted that the use of money 
in connection with surrogacy does not pose the risks found 
where money buys an adoption. Katz, "Surrogate Motherhood 
and the Baby-8elling Laws," 20 Colum.J.L. & Soc.Probs. 1 
(1986). 

First, and perhaps most important, all parties concede that it 
is unlikely that surrogacy will survive without money. Despite 
the alleged selfless motivation of surrogate mothers, if there is 
no payment, there will be no surrogates, or very few. That 
conclusion contrasts with adoption; for obvious reasons, there 
remains a steady supply, albeit insufficient, despite the prohibi
tions against payment. The adoption itself, relieving the natu
ral mother of the financial burden of supporting an infant, is 
in some sense the equivalent of payment. 

Second, the use of money in adoptions does not produce the 
problem-conception occurs, and usually the birth itself, before 
illicit funds are offered. With surrogacy, the "problem," if one 
views it as such, consisting of the purchase of a woman's 
procreative capacity, at the risk of her life, is caused by and 
originates with the offer of money. 

Third, with the law prohibiting the use of money in connec
tion with adoptions, the built-in financial pressure of the un
wanted pregnancy and the consequent support obligation do not 
lead the mother to the highest paying, ill-suited, adoptive par
ents. She is just as well-off surrendering the child to an 
approved agency. In surrogacy, the highest bidders will pre
sumably become the adoptive parents regardless of suitability, 
so long as payment of money is permitted. 

Fourth, the mother's consent to surrender her child in adop
tions is revocable, even after surrender of the child, unless it be 
to an approved agency, where by regulation there are protec-
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tions against an ill-advised surrender. In surrogacy, consent 
occurs so early that no amount of advice would satisfy the 
potential mother's need, yet the consent is irrevocable. 

The main difference, that the unwanted pregnancy is unintend
ed while the situation of the surrogate mother is voluntary and 
intended, is really not significant. Initially, it produces stronger 
reactions of sympathy for the mother whose pregnancy was un
wanted than for the surrogate mother, who "went into this with 
her eyes wide open.'' On reflection, however, it appears that the 
essential evil is the same, taking advantage of a woman's cir
cumstances (the unwanted pregnancy or the need for money) in 
order to take away her child, the difference being one of degree. 

In the scheme contemplated by the surrogacy contract in this 
case, a middle man, propelled by profit, promotes the sale. 
Whatever idealism may have motivated any of the participants, 
the profit motive predominates, permeates, and ultimately gov
erns the transaction. The demand for children is great and the 
supply small. The availability of contraception, abortion, and 
the ·greater willingness of single mothers to bring up their 
children has led to a shortage of babies offered for adoption. 
SeeN. Baker, Baby Selling: The Scandal of Black Market 
Adoption, supra; Adoption and Foster Care, 1975: Hearings 
on Baby Selling Before the Subcomm. On Children and 
Youth of the Senate Comm. on Labor and Public Welfare, 
94th Cong.1st Sess. 6 (1975) (Statement of Joseph H. Reid, 
Executive Director, Child Welfare League of America, Inc.). 
The situation is ripe for the entry of the middleman who will 
bring some equih"brium into the market by increasing the sup
ply through the use of money. 

Intimated, but disputed, is the assertion that surrogacy will 
be used for the benefit of the rich at the expense of the poor. 
See, e.g., Radin, "Market Inalienability," 100 Harv.L.Rev. 1849, 
1930 (1987). In response it is noted that the Sterns are not rich 
and the Whiteheads not poor. Nevertheless, it is clear to us 
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that it is unlikely that surrogate mothers will be as proportion
ately numerous among those women in the top twenty percent 
income bracket as among those in the bottom twenty percent. 
Ibid. Put differently, we doubt that infertile couples in the 
low-income bracket will find upper income surrogates. 

In any event, even in this case one should not pretend that 
disparate wealth does not play a part simply because the 
contrast is not the dramatic "rich versus poor." At the time of 
trial, the Whiteheads' net assets were probably negative-Mrs. 
Whitehead's own sister was foreclosing on a second mortgage. 
Their income derived from Mr. Whitehead's labors. Mrs. 
Whitehead is a homemaker, having previously held part-time 
jobs. The Sterns are both professionals, she a medical doctor, 
he a biochemist. Their combined income when both were 
working was about $89,50Q a year and their assets sufficient to 
pay for the surrogacy contract arrangements. 

[16] The point is made that Mrs. Whitehead agreed to the 
surrogacy arrangement, supposedly fully understanding the 
consequences. Putting aside the issue of how compelling her 
need for money may have been, and how significant ·her under
standing of the consequences, we suggest that her consent is 
irrelevant. There are, in a civilized society, some things that 
money cannot buy. In America, we decided long ago that 
merely because conduct purchased by money was "voluntary" 
did not mean that it was good or beyond regulation and 
prohibition. West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379, 57 
S. Ct. 578, 81 L.Ed. 703 (1937). Employers can no longer buy 
labor at the lowest price they can bargain for, even though that 
labor is "voluntary," 29 U.S.C. § 206 (1982), or buy women's 
labor for less money than paid to men for the same job, 29 
U.S. C. § 206(d), or purchase the agreement of children to 
perform oppressive labor, 29 U.S. C. § 212, or purchase the 
agreement of workers to subject themselves to unsafe or un
healthful working conditions, 29 U.S. C.§§ 651 to 678. (Occupa
tional Safety and Health Act of 1970). There are, in short, 
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values that society deems more important than granting to 
wealth whatever it can buy, be it labor, love, or life. Whether 
this principle recommends proln"bition of surrogacy, which pre
sumably sometimes results in great satisfaction to all of the 
parties, is not for us to say. We note here only that, under 
existing law, the fact that Mrs. Whitehead "agreed" to the 
arrangement is not dispositive. 

The long-term effects of surrogacy contracts are not known, 
but feared-the impact on the child who learns her life was 
bought, that she is the offspring of someone who gave birth to 
her only to obtain money; the impact on the natural mother as 
the full weight of her isolation is felt along with the full reality 
of the sale of her body and her child; the impact on the natural 
father and adoptive mother once they realize the consequences 
of their conduct. Literature in related areas suggests these are 
substantial considerations, although, given the newness of sur
rogacy, there is little information. SeeN. Baker, Baby Selling: 
The Scandal of Black Market Adoption, supra; Adoption 
and Foster Care, 1975: Hearings on Baby Selling Before the 
Subcomm. on Children and Youth of the Senate Comm. on 
Labor and Public Welfare, 94th Cong. 1st Sess. (1975). 

[17] The surrogacy contract is based on, principles that are 
directly contrary to the objectives of our laws.10 It guarantees 

lOWe note the argument of the Stems that the sperm donor section of our 
Parentage Act, NJ.s.A. 9:17-38 to -59, implies a legislative policy that woul.d 
lead to approval of this surrogacy contract. Where a married woman is 
artificially inseminated by another with her husband's consent, the Parentage 
Act creates a parent-clilld relationship between the husband and the resulting 
child. NJ.s.A. 9:17-44. The Parentage Act's silence, however, with respect to 
surrogacy, rather than supporting, defeats any contention that surrogacy 
shoul.d receive treatment parallel to the sperm donor artificial insemination 
situation. In the latter case the statute expressly transfers parental rights from 
the biological father, i.e., the sperm donor, to the mother's husband. Ibid. Our 
Legislature coul.d not possibly have intended any other arrangement to have 
the consequence of transferring parental rights without legislative authoriza· 
tion when it had ooncluded that legislation was necessary to accomplish that 
resul.t in the sperm donor artificial insemination context. 
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the separation of a child from its mother; it looks to adoption 
regardless of suitability; it totally ignores the child; it takes the 
child from the mother regardless of her wishes and her maternal 
fitness; and it does all of this, it accomplishes all of its goals, 
through the use of money. 

Beyond that is the potential degradation of some women that 
may result from this arrangement. In many cases, of course, 
surrogacy may bring satisfaction, not only to the infertile 
couple, but to the surrogate mother herself. The fact, how
ever, that many women may not perceive surrogacy negatively 
but rather see it as an opportunity does not diminish its 
potential for devastation to other women. 

In sum, the harmful consequences of this surrogacy arrange
ment appear to us all too palpable. In New Jersey the surro
gate mother's agreement to sell her child is void.11 Its irrevoca-

This sperm donor provision suggests an argument not raised by the parties, 
namely, that the attempted creation of a parent-child relationship through the 
surrogacy contract has been preempted by the Legislature. The Legislature 
has explicitly recognized the parent-child relationship between a child and its 
natural parents, married and unmarried, NJ.S.A. 9:17-38 to -59, between 
adoptive parents and their adopted child, NJ.s.A. 9:3-37 to -56, and between a 
husband and his wife's child pursuant to the sperm donor provision, NJ.s.A. 
9:17-44. It has not recognized any others-specifically, it has never legally 
equated the stepparent-stepchild relationship with the parent-child relationship, 
and certainly it has never recognized any concept of adoption by contract. It 
can be contended with some force that the Legislature's statutory coverage of 
the creation of the parent-child relationship evinces an intent to reserve to 
itself the power to.define what is and is not a parent-child relationship. We 
need not, and do not, decide this question, however. 

llMichigan courts have also found that these arrangements conflict with 
various aspects of their law. See Doe v. Kelley, 106 Mich..App. 169, 307 N. W.2d 
438 (1981), cert. den., 459 U.S. 1183, 103 S.Ct. 834, 74 L.Ed.2d 1027 (1983} 
(application of sections of Michigan Adoption Law prohibiting the exchange of 
money to surrogacy is constitutional); Syrkowski v. Appleyard, 122 Mich..App. 
506, 333 N. W.2d 90 (1983) (court held it lacked jurisdiction to issue an "order 
of filiation" because surrogacy arrange)Dents were not governed by Michigan's 
Paternity Act), rev~ 420 Mich.. 367, 362 N. W.2d · 211 (1985) (court decided 
Paternity Act should be applied but did not reach the merits of the claim). 
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Note 11-Continued 
Most recently, a Michigan trial court in a matter similar to the case at bar 

held that surrogacy contracts are void as contrary to public policy and 
therefore are unenforceable. The court expressed concern for the potential 
exploitation of children resulting from surrogacy arrangements that involve 
the payment of money. The court also concluded that insofar as the surrogacy 
contract may be characterized as one for personal services, the thirteenth 
amendment should bar specific performance. Yates v. Keane, Nos.. 9758, 9772, 
slip op. (Mich.Cir.Ct. Jan. 21, 1988). 

The Supreme Court of Kentucky has taken a somewhat different approach to 
surrogate arrangements. In Surrogate Parenting Assocs. v. Commonwealth ex. 
rei. Armstrong, 704 S. W.2d 209 (Ky.l986), the court held that the "fundamental 
differences" between ~te arrangements and baby-selling placed the 
surrogate parenting agreement beyond the reach of Kentucky's baby-selling 

· statute. Id. at 211. The rationale fur this determination was that unlike the 
normal adoption situation, the surrogacy agreement is entered into before 
conception and is not directed at avoiding the consequences of an unwanted 
pregnancy. Id. at 211-12. 

Concomitant with this pro-surrogacy conclusion, however, the court held 
that a "surrogate" mother has the right to void the contract if she changes her 
mind during pregnancy or immediately after birth. /d. at 212-13. The court 
relied on statutes providing that consent to adoption or to the termination of 
parental rights prior to five days after the birth of the child is invalid, and 
concluded that consent before conception must also be unenforceable. Id. at 
212-13. 

The adoption phase of an uncontested surrogacy arrangement was analyzed 
in Mlltter of Adoption of Baby Gir~ L.J., 132 M"rsc.2d 972, 505 N.Y.S.2d 813 
(Sur.1986). Although the court expressed strong moral and ethical reserva
tions about surrogacy arrangements, it approved the adoption because it was in 
the best interests of the child. /d. at 815. The court went on to find that 
surrogate parenting agreements are not void, but are voidable if they are not in 
accordance with the state's adoption statutes. ld. at 817. The court then 
upheld the payment of money in connection with the surrogacy arrangement 
on the ground that the New York Legislature did not contemplate surrogacy 
when the baby-selling statute was passed. Id. at 818. Despite the court's 
ethical and moral problems with surrogate arrangements, it concluded that the 
Legislature was the appropriate forum to address the legality of surrogacy 
arrangements. Ibid. 

In contrast to the law in the United States, the law in the United Kingdom 
concerning surrogate parenting is fairly well-settled. Parliament passed the 
Surrogacy Arrangements Act, 1985, ch. 49, which made initiating or taking part 
in any negotiations with a view to making or arranging a surrogacy contract a 
criminal offense. The criminal sanction, however, does not apply to the 
"surrogate" mother or to the natural father, but rather applies to other persons 
engaged in arranging surrogacy contracts on a commercial basis.. Since 1978, 
English courts have held surrogacy agreements unenforceable as against public 
policy, such agreements being deemed arrangements for the purchase and sale 
of children. A. v. C, [1985] F.L.R. 445, 449 (Fam. & C.A..!978). It should be 
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bility infects the entire contract, as does the money that pur
ports to buy it. 

III. 

TERMINATION 

We have already noted that under our laws termination of 
parental rights cannot be based on contract, but may be grant
ed only on proof of the statutory requirements. That conclu
sion was one of the bases for invalidating the surrogacy con
tract. Although excluding the contract as a basis for parental 
termination, we did not explicitly deal with the question of 
whether the statutory bases for termination existed. We do so 
here. 

[18] As noted before, if termination of Mrs. Whitehead's 
parental rights is justified, Mrs. Whitehead will have no further 
claim either to custody or to visitation, and adoption by Mrs. 
Stern may proceed pursuant to the private placement adoption 
statute, N.J.S.A. 9:3-48. If termination is not justified, Mrs. 
Whitehead remains the legal mother, and even if not entitled to 
custody, she would ordinarily be expected to have some rights 
of visitation. Wilke v. Culp, supra, 196 N.J.Super. at 496. 

As was discussed, supra at 425-429, the proper bases for 
termination are found in the statute relating to proceedings by 
approved agencies for a termination of parental rights, N.J.S.A. 
9:2-18, the statute allowing for termination leading to a private 
placement adoption, N.J.S.A. 9:3-48c(1), and the statute authcr 
rizing a termination pursuant to an action by DYFS, N.J.S.A. 
30:4~20. The statutory descriptions of the conditions required 
to terminate parental rights differ; their interpretation in case 
law, however, tends to equate them. Compare New Jersey 

Note 11--Continued 
noted, however, that certain surrogacy aiTll!lgeDlCDts, i.e., those arranged 
without brokers and revocable by the uatural mother, are not prohibited under 
current law in the United Kingdom. 
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Div. of Youth and Family Servs. v. A. W., supra, 103 N.J. at 
601-11 (attempted termination by DYFS) with In reAdoption 
by J.J.P., supra, 175 N.J.Super. at 426-28 (attempted termi
nation in connection with private placement adoption). 

[19] Nothing in this record justifies a finding that would 
allow a court to terminate Mary Beth Whitehead's parental 
_rights under the statutory standard. It is not simply that 
obviously there was no "intentional abandonment or very sub
stantial neglect of parental duties without a reasonable expecta
tion of reversal of that conduct in the future," N.J.S.A. 9:3-
48c(1), quite the contrary, but furthermore that the trial court 
never found Mrs. Whitehead an unfit mother and indeed affirm
atively stated that Mary Beth Whitehead had been a good 
mother tO her other children. 217 N.J.Super. at 397. 

· [20, 21] Although the question of best interests of the child is 
dispositive of the custody issue in a dispute between natural par
ents, it does not govern the question of termination. It has long 
been decided that the mere fact that a child would be better off 
with one set of parents than with another is an insufficient 
basis for terminating the natural parent's rights. See New 
Jersey Div. of Youth and Family Servs. v. A. W., supra, 103 
N.J. at 603; In re Adoption of Children by D., supra, 61 N.J. 
at 97-98; In reAdoption by J.J.P., supra, 175 N.J.Super. at 
428. Furthermore, it is equally well settled that surrender of a 
child and a consent to adoption through private placement do 

. not alone warrant termination. See Sees v. Baber, supra, 7 4 
N.J. 201. It must be noted, despite some language tO the 
contrary, that the interests of the child are not the only inter
ests involved when termination issues are raised. The parent's 
rights, both constitutional and statutory, have their own inde
pendent vitality. See New Jersey Div. of Youth and Family 
Servs. v. A. W., supra, 103 N.J. at 601. 

Although the statutes are clear, they are not applied rigidly 
on all occasions. The statutory standard, strictly construed, 
appears harsh where the natural parents, having surrendered 
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their child for adoption through private placement, change their 
minds and seek the return of their child and where the issue 
comes before the court with the adoptive parents ha'ving had 
custody for years, and having assumed it quite innocently. 

These added dimensions in Sees v. Baber, supra, 7 4 N.J. 201, 
failed to persuade this Court to vary the termination require
ments. The natural parent in that case changed her mind two 
days after surrendering the child, sought his return unequivo
cally, and so advised the adoptive parents. Since she was 
clearly fit, and clearly had not abandoned the child in tlie 
statutory sense, termination was denied, despite the fact that 
the adoptive parents had had custody of the child for about a 
year, and the mother had never had custody at all. 

A significant variation on these facts, however, occurred in 
Sorentino II, supra, 7 4 N.J. 313. The surrender there was not 
through private placement but through an approved agency. 
Although the consent to surrender was held invalid due to 
coercion by the agency, the natural parents failed to initiate the 
lawsuit to reclaim the child for over a year after relinquish
ment. By the time this Court reached the issue of whether the 
natural parents' rights could be terminated, the adoptive par
ents had had custody for three years. These circumstances 
ultimately persuaded this Court to permit termination of the 
natural parents' rights and to allow a subsequent adoption. 
The unique facts of Sorentino II were found to amount to a 
forsaking of parental obligations. Id. at 322. 

The present case is distinguishable from Sorentino IL Mary 
Beth Whitehead had custody of Baby M for four months before 
the child was taken away. Her initial surrender of Baby M was 
pursuant to a contract that we have declared illegal and unen
forceable. The Sterns knew almost from the very day that 
they took Baby M that their rights were being challenged by 
the natural mother. In short, the factors that persuaded this 
Court to terminate the parental rights in Sorentino II are not 
found here. 
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There is simply no basis, either in the statute or in the 
peculiar facts of that limited class of case typified by Sorentino 
II, to warrant termination of Mrs. Whitehead's parental rights. 
We therefore conclude that the natural mother is entitled to 
retain her rights as a mother. 

IV. 

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 

[22] Both parties argue that the Constitutions-state and 
federal-mandate approval of their basic claims. The source of 
their constitutional arguments is essentially the same: the right 
of privacy, the right to procreate, the right to the companion
ship of one's child, those rights flowing either directly from the 
fourteenth amendment or by its incorporation of the Bill of 
Rights, or from the ninth amendment, or through the penumbra 
surrounding all of the Bill of Rights. They are the rights of 
personal intimacy, of marriage, of sex, of family, of procrea
tion. Whatever their source, it is clear that they are fundamen
tal rights protected by both the federal and state Constitutions. 
Lehr v. Robertson, 463 U.S. 248, 103 S.Ct. 2985, 77 L.Ed.2d 614 
(1983); Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745, 102 S.Ct. 1388, 71 
L.Ed.2d 599 (1982); Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 37 4, 98 S. Ct. 
673, 54 L.Ed.2d 618 (1978); Quilloin v. Walcott, 434 U.S. 246, 
98 S. Ct. 549, 54 L.Ed.2d 511 (1978); Carey v. Population 
Servs. Int'l, 431 U.S. 678, 97 S. Ct. 2010, 52 L.Ed.2d 675 (1977); 
Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 93 S.Ct. 705, 35 L.Ed.2d 147 (1973); 
Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 92 S. Ct. 1208, 31 L.Ed.2d 551 
(1972); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 85 S. Ct. 1678, 
14 L.Ed.2d 510 (1965); Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 62 
S. Ct. 1110, 86 L.Ed. 1655 (1942); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 
390, 43 S. Ct. 625, 67 L.Ed. 1042 (1923). The right asserted by 
the Sterns is the right of procreation; that asserted by Mary 
Beth Whitehead is the right to the companionship of her child. 
We find that the right of procreation does not extend as far as 
claimed by the Sterns. As for the right asserted by Mrs. 
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Whitehead, 12 since we uphold it on other grounds (i.e., we have 
restored her as mother and recognized her right, limited by the 
child's best interests, to her companionship), we need not decide 
that constitutional issue, and for reasons set forth below, we 
should not. 

[23] The right to procreate, as protected by the Constitution, 
has been ruled on directly only once by the United States 
Supreme Court. See Skinner v. Oklahoma, supra, 316 U.S. 
535, 62 S.Ct. 1110, 86 L.Ed. 1655 (forced sterilization of habit
ual criminals violates equal protection clause of fourteenth 
amendment). Although Griswold v. Connecticut, supra, 381 
U.S. 479, 85 S.Ct. 1678, 14 L.Ed.2d 510, is obviously of a similar 
class, strictly speaking it involves the right not to procreate. 
The right to procreate very simply is the right to have natural 
children, whether through sexual intercourse or artificial insem
ination. It is no more than that. Mr. Stern has not been 
deprived of that right. Through artificial insemination of Mrs. 
Whitehead, Baby M is his child. The custody, care, companion
ship, and nurturing that follow birth are not parts of the right 
to procreation; they are rights that may also be constitutionally 
protected, but that involve many considerations other than the 
right of procreation. To assert that Mr. Stern's right of pro
creation gives him the right to the custody of Baby M would be 
to assert that Mrs. Whitehead's right of procreation does not 
give her the right to the custody of Baby M; it would be to 
assert that the constitutional right of procreation includes with
in it a constitutionally protected contractual right to destroy 
someone else's right of procreation. · 

We conclude that the right of procreation is best understood 
and protected if confined to its essentials, and that when 
dealing with rights concerning the resulting child, different 

lZOpponents of surrogacy have also put forth arguments based on the 
thirteenth amendment, as well as the Peonage Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1994 (1982). 
We need not address these arguments because we have already held the 
contract unenforceable on the basis of state law. 
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interests come into play. There is nothing in our culture or 
society that even begins to suggest a fundamental right on the 
part of the father to the custody of the child as part of his right 
to procreate when opposed by the claim of the mother to the 
same child. We therefore disagree with the trial court: there is 
no constitutional basis whatsoever requiring that Mr. Stern's 
claim to the custody of Baby M be sustained. Our conclusion 
may thus be understood as illustrating that a person's rights of 
privacy and self-deterniination are qualified by the effect on 
innocent third persons of the exercise of those rights.13 

[24] Mr. Stern also contends that he has been denied equal 
protection of the laws by the State's statute granting full 

13As a general rule. a person should be accorded the right to make decisions 
affecting his or her own body, health, and life, unless that choice adversely 
affects others. Thus, the United States Supreme Court, while recognizing the 
right of women to control their own bodies, has rejected the view that the 
federal constitution vests a pregnant woman with an absolute right to termi· 
nate her pregnancy. Instead, the Court declared that the right was "not 
absolute" so that "at some point the state interests as to protection of health, 
medical standards, and prenatal life, become dominant." Roe v. Wade, supra, 
410 U.S. at 155, 93 S.Ct. at 728, 35 I..Ed.2d at 178. The balance struck in Roe v. 
Wade recognizes increasing rights in the fetus and correlative restrictions on 
the mother as the pregnancy progresses. Similarly, in the termination-of·treat· 
ment cases, courts generally have viewed a patient's right to terminate or 
refuse life-sustaining treatment as constrained by other considerations includ
ing the rights of innocent third parties, such as the patient's children. Matter 
of Farrell, 108 NJ. 335, 352 (1987); Matter of Conroy, 98 NJ. 321, 353 (1985). 
Consistent with that approach, this Court has directed a mother to submit to a 
life-saving blood transfusion to protect the interests of her unborn infant, even 
though themother's religious scruples led her to oppose the transfusion. Ra· 
Teigh-Fitlcin Paul Morgan Hosp. v. Anderson. 42 NJ. 421, 423 (1964); see also Ap
plication of President & Directors of Georgetown College, 331 F.2d 1000, 1008 
(D.C.Cir.), cert. den., 377 U.S. 978, 84 S.Ct. 1883, 12 L.Ed.2d 746 (1964} (ordering 
blood transfusion because of mother's "responsibility to the community to care 
for her infant"). 

In the present case, the parties' right to procreate by methods of their own 
choosing cannot be enforced without consideration of the state's interest in 
protecting the resulting child, just as the right to the companionship of one's 
child cannot be enforced without consideration of that crucial state interest. 
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parental rights to a husband in relation to the child produced, 
with his consent, by the union of his wife with a sperm donor. 
N.J.S.A. 9:17-44. The claim really is that of Mrs. Stern. It is 
that she is in precisely the same position as the husband in the 
statute: she is presumably infertile, as is the husband in the 
statute; her spouse by agreement with a third party procreates 
with the understanding that the child will be the couple's child. 
The alleged unequal protection is that the understanding is 
honored in the statute when the husband is the infertile party, 
but no similar understanding is honored when it is the wife who 
is infertile. 

It is quite obvious that the situations are not parallel. A 
sperm donor simply cannot be equated with a surrogate moth
er. The State has more than a sufficient basis to distinguish 
the two situations-even if the only difference is between the 
time it takes to provide sperm for artificial insemination and the 
time invested in a nine-month pregnancy-so as to justify 
automatically divesting the sperm donor of his parental rights 
without automatically divesting a surrogate mother. Some 
basis for an equal protection argument might exist if Mary 
Beth Whitehead had contributed her egg to be implanted, 
fertilized or otherwise, in Mrs. Stern, resulting in the latter's 
pregnancy. That is not the case here, however. 

[25-27] Mrs. Whitehead, on the other hand, asserts a claim 
that falls within the scope of a recognized fundamental interest 
protected by the Constitution. As a mother, she claims the 
right to the companionship of her child. This is a fundamental 
interest, constitutionally protected. Furthermore, it was taken 
away from her by the action of the court below. Whether that 
action under these circumstances would constitute a constitu
tional deprivation, however, we need not and do not decide. By 
virtue of our decision Mrs. Whitehead's constitutional com
plaint-that her parental rights have been unconstitutionally 
terminated-is moot. We have decided that both the statutes 
and public policy of this state require that that termination be 
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voided and that her parental rights be restored. It therefore 
becomes unnecessary to decide whether that same result would 
be required by virtue of the federal or state Constitutions. See 
Ashwander v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 297 U.S. 288, 341, 
346-48, 56 S.Ct. 466, 482-83, 80 L.Ed. 688, 707, 710-12 (1936) 
(Brandeis, J., concurring). Refraining from deciding such con
stitutional issues avoids further complexities involving the full 
extent of a parent's right of companionship,14 or questions 
involving the fourteenth amendment.15 

Having held the contract invalid and having found no other 
grounds for the termination of Mrs. Whitehead's parental 
rights, we find that nothing remains of her constitutional claim. 
It seems obvious to us that since custody and visitation encom
pass practically all of what we call "parental rights," a total 
denial of both would be the equivalent of termination of paren
tal rights. Franz v. United States, 707 F.2d 582, 602 (D.C.Cir. 
1983). That, however, as will be seen below, has not occurred 
here. We express no opinion on whether a prolonged suspen
sion of visitation would constitute a termination of parental 
rights, or whether, assuming it would, a showing of unfitness 

14This fundamental right is not absolute. The parent-child biological rela
tionship, by itself, docs not create a protcc:ted interest in the absence of a 
demonstrated commitment to the responsibilities of parenthood; a natural 
parent who docs not come forward and seek a role in the child's life has no 
constitutionally protcc:ted relationship. Lehr v. Robertson, supra, 463 U.S. at 
258-62, 103 S.CL at 2991-93, n I-Etl.2d at 624-27; Quilloin v. Walcott, supra, 
434 U.S. at 254-55, 98 S.CL at 554, 54 I-Etl.2d at 519-20. The right is not 
absolute in another sense, for it is also well settled that if the state's interest is 
sufficient the right may be regulated, restricted, and on occasion terminated. 
See Santosky v. Kramer, supra, 455 U.S. 745, 102 S.CL 1388, 71 I-Ed.2d 599. 

15Wcrc we to find such a constitutional determination necessary, we would 
be faced with the question of whether it was state actio~tial in trigger
ing the fourteenth amendment-that deprived her of that right i.e., whether the 
judicial decision enforcing the surrogacy contract should be considered "state 
action" within the scope of the fourteenth amendment. See Slrelky v. Kraem
er, 334 U.S. 1, 68 S.CL 836, 92 LEd. U61 (1948); Chcrminsky, ''Rethinking 
State Action," 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 503 (1985). 
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would be required.l6 

v. 

CUSTODY 

[28] Having decided that the surrogacy contract is illegal 
and· unenforceable, we now must decide the custody question 
without regard to the provisions of the surrogacy contract that 
would give Mr. Stem sole and permanent custody. (That does 
not mean that the existence of the contract and the circum
stances under which it was entered may not be considered to 

I6If the Legislature were to enact a statute providing for enforcement of 
surrogacy agreements, the validity of such a statute might depend on the 
strength of the state interest in making it more likely that infertile couples will 
be able to adopt children. As a value, it is obvious that the interest is strong; 
but if, as plaintiffs assert, ten to fifteen percent of all couples are infertile, the 
interest is of enormous strength. This figure is given both by counsel for the 
Sterns and by the trial court, 217 NJ.Super. at 331. We have been unable to 
find reliable confirmation of this statistic. however, and we are not confident 
of its accuracy. We note that at least one source asserts that in 1982, the rate 
of married couples who were both childless and infertile was only 5.8%. B. 
Wattenberg, The Birth Dearth 125 (1987). 

On such quantitative differences, constitutional validity can depend, where 
the statute in question is justified as serving a compelling state interest. The 
quality of the interference with the parents' right of companionship bears on 
these issues: if a statute, like the surrogacy contract before us, made the 
consent given prior to conception irrevocable, it might be regarded as a greater 
interference with the fundamental right than a statute that gave that effect only 
to a consent executed, for instance, more than six months after the child's 
birth. There is an en~ spectrum of circumstances that strengthen and 
weaken the fundamental right involved, and a similar spectrum of state interests 
that justify or do not justify particular restrictions on that right. We do not 
believe it would be wise for this Court to attempt to identify various combinations 
of circumstances and interests, and attempt to indicate which combinations 
might and which might not constitutionally permit termina~o~_~f~~ ~~ts. 

We will say this much, however: a parent's fundamental right to the 
companionship of one's child can be significantly eroded by that parent's 
consent to the surrender of that child. That surrender, if voluntarily and 
knowingly made, may reduce the strength of that fundamental right to the 
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the extent deemed relevant to the child's best interests.) With 
the surrogacy contract disposed of, the legal framework be
comes a dispute between two couples over the custody of a 
child produced by the artificial insemination of one couple's 
wife by the other's husband. Under the Parentage Act the 
claims of the natural father and the natural mother are entitled 
to equal weight, i.e., one is not preferred over the other solely 
because he or she is the father or the mother. N.J.S.A. 
9:17-40.17 The applicable rule given these circumstances is 
clear: the child's best interests determine custody. 

point where a statute awarding custody and all parental rights to an adoptive 
couple, especially one that includes a parent of the child, would be valid. 

17At common law the rights of women were so fragile that the husband 
generally had the paramount right to the custody of children upon separation 
or divorce. State v. Baird, 21 NJ.Eq. 384, 388 (E. & A. 1869). In 1860 a statute 
concerning separation provided that children "within the age of seven years" 
be placed with the mother "unless said mother shall be of such character and 
habits as to render her an improper guardian." £.1860, c. 167. The inequities 
of the common-law rule and the 1860 statute were redressed by an 1871 
statute, providing that "the rights of both parents, in the absence of miscon
duct, shall be held to be equal." £.1871, c. 48, § 6 (currently codified at 
NJ.s.A. 9-.2-4). Under this statute the father's superior right to the children 
was abolished and the mother's right to custody of children of tender years was 
also eliminated. Under the 1871 statute, "the happiness and welfare of the 
children" were to determine custody, £.1871, c. 48, § 6, a rule that remains law 
to this day. NJ.s.A. 9:2-4. 

Despite this statute, however, the "tender years" doctrine persisted. See, e.g., 
Esposito v. Esposito, 41 NJ. 143, 145 (1963); Dixon v. Dixon, 71 NJ.Eq. 281, 282 
(E. & A.1906); M.P. v. S.P., 169 NJ.Super. 425, 435 (App.Div.1979). This 
presumption persisted primarily because of the prevailing view that a young 
child's best interests necessitated a mother's care. Both the development of 
case law and the Parentage Act, NJ.s.A. 9:17-40, however, provide for equality 
in custody claims. In Beck v. Beck, 86 NJ. 480, 488 (1981), we stated that it 
would be inappropriate "to establish a presumption . . . in favor of any 
particular custody determination," as any such presumption may "serve as a 
disincentive for the meticulous fact-finding required in custody cases." This 
does not mean that a mother who has had custody of her child for three, four, 
or five months does not have a particularly strong claim arising out of the 
unquestionable bond that exists at that point between the child and its mother; 
in other words, equality does not mean that all of the considerations underly
ing the "tender year:/' doctrine have been abolished. 
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We note again that the trial court's reasons for determining 
what were the child's best interests were somewhat different 
from ours. It concluded that the surrogacy contract was valid, 
but that it could not grant specific performance unless to do so 
was in the child's best interests. The approach was that of a 
Chancery judge, unwilling to give extraordinary remedies un
less they well served the most important interests, in this case, 
the interests of the child. While substantively indistinguishable 
from our approach to the question of best interests, the purpose 
of the inquiry was not the usual purpose of determining custo
dy, but of determining a contractual remedy. 

We are not concerned at this point with the question of 
termination of parental rights, either those of Mrs .. Whitehead 
or of Mr. Stern. As noted in various places in this opinion, such 
termination, in the absence of abandonment or a valid surren
der, generally depends on a showing that the particular parent 
is unfit. The question of custody in this case, as in practically 
all cases, assumes the fitness of both parents, and no serious 
contention is made in this case that either is unfit. The issue 
here is which life would be better for Baby M, one with primary 
custody in the Whiteheads or one with primary custody in the 
Sterns. 

[29] The circumstances of this custody dispute are unusual 
and they have provoked some unusual contentions. The White
heads claim that even if the child's best interests would be 
served by our awarding custody to the Sterns, we should not do 
so, since that will encourage surrogacy contracts-contracts 
claimed by the Whiteheads, and we agree, to be violative of 
important legislatively-stated public policies. Their position is 
that in order that surrogacy contracts be deterred, custody 
should remain in the surrogate mother unless she is unfit, 
regardless of the best interests of the child. We disagree. Our 
declaration that this surrogacy contract is unenforceable and 
illegal is sufficient to deter similar agreements. We need not 
sacrifice the child's interests in order to make that point sharp-
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er. Cf. In reAdoption of Child by LT. and KT., 164 N.J.Su
per. 476, 484-86 (App.Div.l978) (adoptive parents' participation 
in illegal placement does not mandate denial of adoption); In 
the Matter of the Adoption of Child by N.P. and F.P., 165 
N.J.Super. 591 (Law Div.l979) (use of unapproved intermediar
ies and the payment of money in connection with adoption is 
insufficient to establish that the would-be adoptive parents are 
unfit or that adoption would not be in child's best interests). 

[30] The Whiteheads also contend that the award of custody 
to the Sterns pendente lite was erroneous and that the error 
should not be allowed to affect the final custody decision. As 
noted above, at the very commencement of this action the court 
issued an ex parte order requiring Mrs. Whitehead to turn over 
the. baby to the Sterns; Mrs. Whitehead did not comply but 
rather took the child to Florida. Thereafter, a similar order 
was enforced by the Florida authorities resulting in the trans
fer of possession of Baby M to the Stems. The Sterns retained 
custody of the child throughout the litigation. The Whiteheads' 
point, assuming the pendente award of custody was erroneous, 
is that most of the factors arguing for awarding permanent 
custody to the Sterns resulted from that initial pendente lite 
order. Some of Mrs. Whitehead's alleged character failings, as 
testified to by experts and concurred in by the trial court, were 
demonstrated by her actions brought on by the custody crisis. 
For instance, in order to demonstrate her impulsiveness, those 
experts stressed the Whiteheads' flight to Florida with Baby M; 
to show her willingness to use her children for her own aims, 
they noted the telephone threats to kill Baby M and to accuse 
Mr. Stem of sexual abuse of her daughter; in order to show 
Mrs. Whitehead's manipulativeness, they pointed to her threat 
to kill herself; and in order to show her unsettled family life, 
they noted the innumerable moves from one hotel or motel to 
another in Florida. Furthermore, the argument continues, one 
of the most important factors, whether mentioned or not, in 
favor of custody in the Sterns is their continuing custody 
during the litigation, now having lasted for one-and-a-half 

109 N.J.RGpOI'!&--16 
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years. The Whiteheads' conclusion is that had the trial court 
not given initial custody to the Sterns during the litigation, Mrs. 
Whitehead not only would have demonstrated her perfectly 
acceptable personality-the general tenor of the opinion of 
experts was that her personality problems surfaced primarily in 
crises-but would also have been able to prove better her 
parental skills along with an even stronger bond than may now 
exist between her and Baby M. Had she not been limited to 
custody for four months, she could have proved all of these 
things much more persuasively through almost two years of 
custody. 

[31] The argument has considerable force. It· is of course 
possible that the trial court was wrong in its initial award of 
custody. It is also possible that such error, if that is what it 
was, may have affected the outcome. We disagree with the 
premise, however, that in determining custody a court should 
decide what the child's best interests would ·be if some hypo
thetical state of facts had existed. Rather, we must look to 
what those best interests are, today, even if some of the facts 
may have resulted in part from I~gal error. The child's inter
ests come first: we will not punish it for judicial errors, 
assuming any were made. See Wist v. Wist, 101 N.J. 509, 
513-14 (1986); see also In re J.R. Guardianship, 174 N.J.Su
per. 211 (App.Div.), certif. den., 85 N.J. 102 (1980) (although 
not ·explicitly mentioned, natUral mother's loss of parental 
rights based substantially on failures of DYFS to arrange 
visitation with her child). The custody decision must be based 
on all circumstances, on everything that actually has occurred, 
on everything that is relevant to the child's best interests. 
ThQse circumstances include the trip to Florida, the telephone 
calls and threats, the substantial period of successful custody 
with the Sterns, and all other relevant circumstances. We will 
discuss the question of the correctness of the trial court's initial 
orders below, but for purposes of determining Baby M's best 
interests, the correctness of those initial orders has lost rele
vance. 
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[32] There were eleven experts who testified concerning the 
child's best interests, either directly or in connection with 
matters related to that issue. Our reading of the record 
persuades us that the trial court's decision awarding custody to 
the Sterns (technically to Mr. Stem) should be affirmed since 
"its findings . . . could reasonably have been reached on suffi
cient credible evidence present in the record." Beck v. Beck, 86 
N.J. 480, 496 (1981) (quoting State v. Johnson, 42 N.J. 146, 161 
(1964)); see Palermo v. Palermo, 164 N.J.Super. 492, 498 
(App.Div.1978) (noting that family court judge was experienced 
in dealing with such matters and had opportunity to observe 
parties and become immersed in details of case). More than 
that, on this record we find little room for any different 
conclusion. The trial court's treatment of this issue, 217 N.J. 
Super. at 391-400, is both comprehensive and, in most respects, 
perceptive. We agree substantially with its analysis with but 
few exceptions that, although important, do not change our 
ultimate views. 

Our custody conclusion is based on strongly persuasive testi
mony contrasting both the family life of the Whiteheads and 
the Sterns and the personalities and characters of the individu
als. The stability of the Whitehead family life was doubtful at 
the time of trial. Their finances were in serious trouble (fore
closure by Mrs. Whitehead's sister on a second mortgage was 
in process). Mr. Whitehead's employment, though relatively 
steady, was always at risk because of his alcoholism, a condi
tion that he seems not to have been able to confront effectively. 
Mrs. Whitehead had not worked for quite some time, her last 
two employments having been part-time. One of the White
heads' positive attributes was their ability to bring up two 
children, and apparently well, even in so vulnerable a house
hold. Yet substantial question was raised even about that 
aspect of their home life. The expert testimony contained 
criticism of Mrs. Whitehead's handling of her son's educational 
difficulties. Certain of the experts noted that Mrs. Whitehead 
perceived herself as omnipotent and omniscient concerning her 
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children. She knew what they were thinking, what they want
ed, and she spoke for them. As to Melissa, Mrs. Whitehead 
expressed the view that she alone knew what that child's cries 
and sounds meant. Her inconsistent stories about various 
things engendered grave doubts about her ability to explain 
honestly and sensitively to Baby M-and at the right time-the 
nature of her origin. Although faith in professional counseling 
is not a sine qua non of parenting, several experts believed 
that Mrs. Whitehead's contempt for professional help, espe
cially professional psychological help, coincided with her ;feel
ings of omnipotence in a way that could be devastating to a 
child who most likely will need such help. In short, while love 
and affection there would be, Baby M's life with the White
heads promised to be too closely controlled by Mrs. Whitehead. 
The prospects for wholesome, independent psychological growth 
and development would be at serious risk. 

The Sterns have no other children, but all indications are that 
their household and their personalities promise a much more 
likely foundation for Melissa to grow and thrive. There is a 
track record of sorts-during the one-and-a-half years of custo
dy Baby M has done very well, and the relationship between 
both Mr. and Mrs. Stem and the baby has become very strong. 
The household is stable, and likely to remain so. Their finances 
are more than adequate, their circle of friends supportive, and 
their marriage happy. Most important, they are loving, giving, 
nurturing, and open-minded people. They have demonstrated 
the wish and ability to nurture and protect Melissa, yet at the 
same time tO encourage her independence. Their lack of expe
rienee is more than made up for by a willingness to learn and to 
listen, a willingness that is enhanced by their professional 
training, especially Mrs. Stern's experience as a pediatrician. 
They are honest; they can recognize error, deal with it, and 
learn from it. They will try to determine rationally the best 
way to cope with problems in their relationship with Melissa. 
When the time comes to tell her about her origins, they will 
probably have found a means of doing so that accords with the 
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best interests of Baby M. All in all, Melissa's future appears 
solid, happy, and promising with them. 

Based on all of this we have concluded, independent of the 
trial court's identical conclusion, .that Melissa's best interests 
call for custody in the Sterns. Our above-mentioned disagree
ments with the trial court do not, as we have noted, in any way 
diminish our concurrence with its conclusions. We feel, how
ever,. that those disagreements are important enough to be 
stated. They are disagreements about the evaluation of con
duct. They also may provide some insight about the potential 
consequences of surrogacy. 

It seems to us that given her predicament, Mrs. Whitehead 
was rather harshly judged-both by the trial court and by some 
of the experts. She was guilty of a breach of contract, and 
indeed, she did break a very important promise, but we think it 
is expecting something well beyond normal human capabilities 
to suggest that this mother should have parted with her newly 
born infant without a struggle. Other than survival, what 
stronger force is there? We do not know of, and cannot 
conceive of, any other case where a perfectly fit mother was 
expected to surrender her newly born infant, perhaps forever, 
and was then told she was a bad mother because she did not. 
We know of no authority suggesting that the moral quality of 
her act in those circumstances should be judged by referring to 
a contract made before she became pregnant. We do not 
countenance, and would never countenance, violating a court 
order as Mrs. Whitehead did, even a court order that is wrong; 
but her resistance to an order that she surrender her infant, 
possibly forever, merits a measure of understanding. We do 
not find it so clear that her efforts to keep her infant, when 
measured against the Sterns' efforts to take her away, make 
one, rather than the other, the wrongdoer. The Sterns suf
fered, but so did she. And if we go beyond suffering to an 
evaluation of the human stakes involved in the struggle, how 
much weight should be given to her nine months of pregnancy, 
the labor of childbirth, the risk to her life, compared to the 
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payment of money, the anticipation of a child and the donation 
of sperm? 

There has emerged a portrait of Mrs. Whitehead, exposing 
her children to the media, engaging in negotiations to sell a 
book, granting interviews that seemed helpful to her, whether 
hurtful to Baby M or not, that suggests a selfish, grasping 
woman ready to sacrifice the interests of Baby M and her other 
children for fame and wealth. That portrait is a half-truth, for 
while it may accurately reflect what ultimately· occurred, its 
implication, that this is what Mary Beth Whitehead wanted, is 
totally inaccurate, at least insofar as the record before us is 
concerned. There is not one word in that record to support a 
claim that had she been allowed to continue her possession of 
her newly born infant, Mrs. Whitehead would have ever been 
heard of again; not one word in the record suggests that her 
change of mind and her subsequent fight for her child was 
motivated by anything other than love-whatever complex un
derlying psychological motivations may have existed. 

[33] We have a further concern regarding the trial court's 
emphasis on the Sterns' interest in Melissa's education as 
compared to the Whiteheads'. _That this difference is a legit
imate factor to be considered we have no doubt. But it should 
not be overlooked that a best-interests test is designed to create 
not a new member of the intelligentsia but rather a well-inte
grated person who might reasonably be expected to be happy 
with life. "Best interests" does not contain within it any 
idealized lifestyle; the question boils down to a judgment, 
consisting of many factors, about the likely future happiness of 
a human being. Fantony v. Fantony, supra, 21 N.J. at 536. 
Stability, love, family happiness, tolerance, and, ultimately, 
support of independence-all rank much higher in predicting 
future happiness than the likelihood of a college education. We 
do not mean to suggest that the trial court would disagree. We 
simply want to dispel any possible misunderstanding on the 
issue. 
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Even allowing for these differences, the facts, the experts' 
opinions, and the trial court's analysis of both argue strongly in 

favor of custody in the Sterns. Mary Beth Whitehead's family 
life, into which Baby M would be placed, was anything but 
secure-the quality Melissa needs most. And today it may be 
even less so.18 Furthermore, the evidence and expert opinion 
based on it reveal personality characteristics, mentioned above, 
that might threaten the child's best development. The Sterns 
promise a secure home, with an understanding relationship that 
allows nurturing and independent growth to develop together. 
Although there is no substitute for reading the entire record, 
including the review of every word of each experts' testimony 
and reports, a summary of their conclusions is revealing. Six 
experts testified for Mrs. Whitehead: one favored joint custody, 
clearly unwarranted in this case; one simply rebutted an oppos
ing expert's claim that Mary Beth Whitehead had a recognized 
personality disorder; one testified to the adverse impact of 
separation on Mrs. Whitehead; one testified about the evils of 
adoption and, to him, the probable analogous evils of surrogacy; 

· one spoke only on the question of whether Mrs. Whitehead's 
consent in the surrogacy agreement was "informed consent"; 
and one spelled out the strong bond between mother and child. 
None of them unequivocally stated, or even necessarily implied, 
an opinion that custody in the Whiteheads was in the best 
interests of Melissa-the ultimate issue. The Sterns' experts, 

18Subseq_uent to trial, and by the time of oral argument, Mr. and Mrs. 
Whitehead had separated, and the representation was that there was no 
likelihood of change. Thereafter Mrs. Whitehead became pregnant by another 
man, divorced Mr. Whitehead, and remarried the other man. Both children 
are living with Mrs. Whitehead and her new husband. Both the former and 
present husband continue to assert the desire to have whatever parental. 
relationship with Melissa that the law allows, Mrs. Whitehead continuing to 
maintain her claim for custody. 

We refer to this dev"elopment only because it suggests less stability in. the 
Whiteheads' lives. It does not necessarily suggest that Mrs. Whitehead's 
conduct renders her any less a fit parent. In any event, this new development 
has not affected our decision. 
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both well qualified-as were the Whiteheads' -concluded that 
the best interests of Melissa required custody in Mr. Stern. 
Most convincingly, the three experts chosen by the court-ap
pointed guardian ad litem of Baby M, each clearly free of all 
bias and interest, unanimously and persuasively recommended 
custody in the Sterns. 

[34] Some comment is required on the initial ex parte order 
awarding custody pendente lite to the Sterns (and the continua
tion of that order after a plenary hearing). The issue, although 
irrelevant to our disposition of this case, may recur; and when 
it does, it can be of crucial importance. When father and 
mother are separated and disagree, at birth, on custody, only in 
an extreme, truly rare, case should the child be taken from its 
mother pendente lite, i.e., only in the most unusual case should 
the child be taken from its mother before the dispute is finally 
determined by the court on its merits. The probable bond 
between mother and child, and the child's need, not just the 
mother's, to strengthen that bond, along with the likelihood, in 
most cases, of a significantly lesser, if any, bond with the 
father-all counsel against temporary custody in the father. A 
substantial showing that the mother's continued custody would 
threaten the child's health or welfare would seem to be re
quired. 

[35, 36] In this case, the trial court, believing that the surro
gacy contract might be valid, and faced with the probable flight 
from the jurisdiction by Mrs. Whitehead and the baby if any 
notice were served, ordered, ex parte, an immediate transfer of 
possession of the child, ie., it ordered that custody be transfer
red immediately to Mr. Stern, rather than order Mrs. Whitehead 
not to leave the State. We have ruled, however, that the 
surrogacy contract is unenforceable and illegal. It provides no 
basis for either an ex parte, a plenary, an interlocutory, or a 
final order requiring a mother to surrender custody to a father. 
Any application by the natural father in a surrogacy dispute for 
custody pending the outcome of the litigation will henceforth 
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require proof of unfitness, of danger to the child, or the like, of 
so high a quality and persuasiveness as to make it unlikely that 
such application will succeed. Absent the required showing, all 
that a court should do is list the matter for argument on notice 
to the mother. Even her threats to flee should not suffice to 
warrant any other relief unless her unfitness is clearly shown. 
At most, it should result in an order enjoining such flight. The 
erroneous transfer of custody, as we view it, represents a. 
greater risk to the child than removal to a foreign jurisdiction, 
unless parental unfitness is clearly proved. Furthermore, we 
deem it likely that, advised of the law and knowing that her 
custody cannot seriously be challenged at this stage of the 
litigation, surrogate mothers will obey any court order to 
remain in the jurisdiction. 

VI. 

VISITATION 

[37, 38] The trial court's decision to terminate Mrs. White
head's parental rights precluded it from making any determina
tion on visitation. 217 N.J.Super. at 399, 408. Our reversal of 
the trial court's order, however, requires delineation of Mrs. 
Whitehead's rights to visitation. It is apparent to us that this 
factually sensitive issue, which was never addressed below, 
should not be determined de novo by this Court. We therefore 
remand the visitation issue to the trial court for an abbreviated 
hearing and determination as set forth below.111 

l!IAs we have done in similar situations, we order that this matter be referred 
· on remand to a different trial judge by the vicinage assignment judge. The 

original trial judge's potential "commitment to its findings," New Jersey Div. of 
Youth & Family Sen>s. v. A. W., supra, 103 NJ. at 617, and the extent to whlcl! a 
judge "has already engaged in weighing the evidence," In n Guardianship of R., 
155 NJ.Super. 186, 195 (App.Div.1977), persuade us to make that change. On 
remand the trial court will consider developments subsequent to the original 
trial court's opinion, including Mrs. Whitehead's divorce, pregnancy, and 
remarriage. 
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For the benefit of all concerned, especially the child, we 
would prefer to end these proceedings now, once and for all. It 
is clear to us, however, that it would be unjust to do so and 
contrary to precedent. 

The fact that the trial court did not address visitation is only 
one reason for remand. The ultimate question is whether, 
despite the absence of the trial court's guidance, the record 
before us is sufficient to allow an appellate court to make this 
essentially factual determination. We can think of no issue 
that is more dependent on a trial court's factual findings and 
evaluation than visitation. 

When we examine the record on visitation, the only testimony 
explicitly dealing with the issue came from the guardian ad 
litem's experts. Examination of this testimony in light of the 
complete record, however, reveals that it was an insignificant 
part of their opinions. The parties, those with a real stake in 
the dispute, offered no testimony on the issue. The cause for 
this insufficiency of guidance on the visitation issue was un
questionably the parties' concentration on other, then seeming
ly much more important, questions: custody, termination of 
parental rights, and the validity of the surrogacy contract. 

Even if we were willing to rely solely on the opinions of the 
guardian ad litem's experts, their testimony was not fully 
developed because the issue was not the focus of the litigation. 
Moreover, the guardian's experts concentrated on determining 
"best interests" as it related to custody and to termination of 
parental rights. Their observations about visitation, both in 
quality and quantity, were really derivative of their views about 
custody and termination. The guardian's experts were con
cerned that given Mrs. Whitehead's determination to have cus
tody, visitation might be used to undermine the Sterns' parental 
authority and thereby jeopardize the stability and security so 
badly needed by this child. Two of the experts recommended 
suspension of visitation for five years and the other suspension 
for an undefined period. None of them fully considered the 
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factors that have led our courts ordinarily to grant visitation in 
other contexts, with no suspension, even where the non-custodi
al parent was less than a paragon of virtue. See, e.g., Wilke v. 
Gulp, supra, 196 N.J.Super. at 496; In re Adoption by J.J.P., 
supra, 175 N.J.Super. at 430. Based on the opinions of her 
experts, the guardian ad litem recommended suspension of 
Mrs. Whitehead's visitation rights for five years, with a reeval
uation at that time. The basis for that recommendation, wheth
er one regards it as the right or the wrong conclusion, was 
apparently bolstered when it was learned that Mrs. Whitehead 
had become pregnant, divorced Richard Whitehead, and then 
married the father of her new child-to-be. Without any further 
expert testimony, the guardian ad litem revised her position. 
She now argues that instead of five years, visitation should be 
suspended until Melissa reaches majority. This :radical change 
in the guardian ad litem's position reinforces our belief that 
further consideration must be given to this issue. 

The foregoing does not fully describe the extent to which this 
record leaves us uninformed on the visitation issue; No one, 
with one exception, included a word about visitation in the final 
briefs before the trial court. The exception was Mrs. White
head's parents who argued for their own visitation. This claim 
was denied by the trial court and is not now before us. The 
oral summations of counsel before the trial court were almost 
equally bereft of even a reference to the visitation issue. Mrs. 
Whitehead's counsel did not mention visitation. The Sterns' 
counsel referred to the guardian ad litem's expert testimony 
about visitation, not to argue for or against visitation but only 
to support his argument in favor of termination of Mrs. White
head's parental rights. The guardian ad litem did argue the 
visitation issue, devoting a minimal portion of her summation to 
it. Only the grandparents dealt with visitation, but with their 
visitation, not with the issue of Mrs. Whitehead's visitation. 
Finally, on appeal before this Court the record on visitation is 
inadequate-especially when compared to the treatment of oth
er issues. 
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We join those who want this litigation to end for the benefit 
of this child. To spare this two-year-old another sixty to ninety 
days of litigation, however, at the risk of wrongly deciding this 
matter, which has life-long consequences for the child and the 
parties, would be unwise. 

[39, 40] We also note the following for the trial court's 
consideration: First, this is not a divorce case where visitation 
is almost invariably granted to the non-custodial spouse. To 
some extent the facts here resemble cases where the non-custo
dial spouse has had practically no relationship with the child, 
see Wilke v. Gulp, supra, 196 N.J.Super. 487; but it only 
"resembles" those cases. In the instant case, Mrs. Whitehead 
spent the first four months of this child's life as her mother and 
has regularly visited the child since then. Second, she is not 
only the natural mother, but also the legal mother, and is not to 
be penalized one iota because of the surrogacy contract. Mrs. 
Whitehead, as the mother fmdeed, as a mother who nurtured 
her child for its first four months-unquestionably a relevant 
consideration), is entitled to have her own interest in visitation 
considered. Visitation cannot be determined without consider
ing the parents' interests along with those of the child. 

In all of this, the trial court should recall the touchstones of 
visitation: that it is desirable for the child to have contact with 
both parents; that besides the child's interests, the parents' 
interests also must be considered; but that when all is said and 
done, the best interests of the child are paramount. 

[41] We have decided that Mrs. Whitehead is entitled to 
visitation at some point, and that question is not open to the 
trial court on this remand. The trial court will determine what 
kind of visitation shall be granted to her, with or without 
conditions, and when and under what circumstances it should 
commence. It also should be noted that the guardian's recom
mendation of a five-year delay is most unusual--one might 
argue that it begins to border on termination. Nevertheless, if 
the circumstances as further developed by appropriate proofs 
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or as reconsidered on remand clearly call for that suspension 
under applicable legal principles of visitation, it should be so 
ordered. 

In order that the matter be determined as expeditiously as 
possible, we grant to the trial court the broadest powers to 
reach its determination. A decision shall be rendered in no 
more than ninety days from the date of this opinion. 

The trial court shall, after reviewing the transcripts and 
other material, determine in its discretion whether further 
evidence is needed and through what witnesses it shall be 
presented. The trial court should consider limiting the witness
es to the experts who testified and to Mr. and Mrs. Stem and 
Mr. and Mrs. Whitehead, using its own judgment in deciding 
which of them, if any, shall be called on to give further 
evidence. The trial court, in its discretion, may either hear 
testimony or receive verified written submissio:ris, relaxing the 
Rules of Evidence to the extent compatible with reliable fsctr 
finding and desirable for an expeditious decision. zo Many sig
nificant facts bearing on visitation have already been adduced. 
Although additional evidence may be important, we believe that 
fairness does not necessarily require that it be produced with 
all of the procedural safeguards implicit in the Evidence Rules. 
When it comes to custody matters, application of rules, includ
ing those concerning evidence, must on some occasions be 
flexible, New Jersey Div. of Youth & Family Serus. v. S.S., 185 
N.J.Super. 3 (App.Div.), certif. den., 91 N.J. 572 (1982), espe
cially in view of the child's interests in this unique situation. 

ZOOrdinarily relaxation of the Rules of Evidence depends on specific authori· 
ty, either within the Rules or in statutes. See NJ.Rules of Evidence, Comment 
2 to Evid.R. 2(2), 72-76 (1987). There are numerous examples, however, of 
relaxation of these Rules in judicial proceedings for reasons peculiar to the 
case at hand. We regard the circumstances of the visitation aspect of this case 
as most unusual. In addition to the ordinary risks to the stability of an infant 
caused by prolonging this type of litigation, here there are risks from publicity 
that we simply cannot quantify. We have no doubt that these circumstances 
justify any sensible means of abbreviating the remand hearing. 
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.Any party wishing to appeal from the trial court's judgment 
on visitation shall file a notice of appeal within ten days 
thereafter, the Court hereby reducing the ordinary time to 
appeal pursuant to Rule 2:12-2. .Any such appeal is hereby 
certified to this Court. 

.Any further proceedings in this matter, or related thereto, if 
made by application to the trial court shall be made to the judge 
to whom the matter is assigned on remand. That direction 
applies to applications related to this matter in any way: wheth
er made before, during, or after proceedings on remand, and 
regardless of the nature of the application. .Any applications 
for appellate review shall be made directly to this Court. 

We would expect that after the visitation issue is determined 
the trial court, in connection with any other applications in the 
future, will attempt to assure that this case is treated like any 
other so that this child may be spared any further damaging 
publicity. 

While probably unlikely, we do not deem it unthinkable that, 
the major issues having been resolved, the parties' undoubted 
love for this child might result in a good faith attempt to work 
out the visitation themselves, in the best interests of their child. 

CONCLUSION 

This case affords some insight into a new reproductive ar
rangement: the artificial insemination of a surrogate mother. 
The unfortunate events that have unfolded illustrate that its 
unregulated use can bring suffering to all involved. Potential 
victims include the surrogate mother and her family, the natu
ral father and his wife, and most importantly, the child. Al
though surrogacy has apparently provided positive results for 
some infertile couples, it can also, as this case demonstrates, 
cause suffering to participants, here essentially innocent and 
well-intended. 

We have found that our present laws do not permit the 
surrogacy contract used in this case.:· Nowhere, however, do 
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we find any legal prohibition against surrogacy when the 
surrogate mother volunteers, without any payment, to act as a 
surrogate and is given the right to change her mind and to 
assert her parental rights. Moreover, the Legislature remains 
free to deal with this most sensitive issue as it sees fit, subject 
only to constitutional constraints. 

If the Legislature decides to address surrogacy, consideration 
of this case will highlight many of its potential harms. We do 
not underestimate the difficulties of legislating on this subject. 
In addition to the inevitable confrontation with the ethical and 
moral issues involved, there is the question of the wisdom and 
effectiveness of regulating a matter so private, yet of such 
public interest. Legislative consideration of surrogacy may 
also provide the opportunity to begin to focus on the overall 
implications of the new reproductive biotechnology-in vitro 
fertilization, preservation of sperm and eggs, embryo implanta
tion and the like. The problem is how to enjoy the benefits of 
the technology-especially for infertile couples-while minimiz
ing the risk of abuse. The problem can be addressed only when 
society decides what its values and objectives are in this trou
bling, yet promising, area. 

The judgment is affirmed in part, reversed in part, and 
remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

For affirmance in part, reversal in part and 
remandment-Chief Justice WILENTZ and Justices 
CLIFFORD, HANDLER, POLLOCK, O'HERN, GARIBALDI 
and STEIN-7. 

Opposed-None. 

·- ·--- ---~-----
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APPENDIX A 
SURIIOCATE PAIIOITJIIG ~T 

THIS'~~&REEMI:NT .Is oede tnie~dtly or ~, 19~, by 10\dlletnon 
MA!fY BETH VHITEI£110, e Derried WDIIB'I (herein referred to;1tSUr8,t;e), RICHARD 1fHITEt£AD, 
tter hueb.,d (herein nferred to a -.-.band"), and WIUJAM STERN, (twrein referred to • 
•Natural Father"). 

THIS AGRE(~NT 1e •edc with nferenee to the following fec:ta: 

(1) WILLIAM STERN, Natural ratnor, .Is 111 indiYiduol ewer Ina - of eighteen (18) 

year• who 1a deoiroua or entering into thi• .... ent. 

(2) Tho oolo purpooo or tnio ._t .lo to enoblo IIIUlAH STERN end hio 
tnrerUle wife to heve a child which 1e biologically related to WIUIAM STERN. 

()) MARY BETH lltiTEtF.:AD, Surroveto, end RICitAIID WHITEMI:AD, - huobond, ere over 
the - or ol.Qhtoon (11) ,..n end dtloiro .. or ontoring into tn.ls Agro_,t in· conoidllretion 
or tho following: · 

NOW Tt£REf"ORE, in c:onsideraUon or the IIUtuel prc.ieeo contained lferein lftd the 

intentione of being legally bound hereby, the pertin egr- • follo•: 

1. MARY BETH tffiTEHEAO, Surrogate, repreaonte that ehe 1a capable of canceiving 
Children.. MARY BETH WHITEt£#10 undent.nct. .,d egnoe thllt Jn the beet intereet or the child, 
ohe will.not fora or ettcll!pt to fore e parent.child reletianahip with any child or dtlldren 
ehe •Y Conceive, carry to tem and gbc birth to, pureuant to the proyiai.ona of thill 
Agreeeent, tnd llhall freely eurrender cuetody to ¥1UIAM STERN, Natural Fet:her, .S..cU.a.tely 
'001" birth or the child: ..ell teraineto ell parental rights to .. id child pureutnt to thie 

A,roooent. 

z. MARY BETH !A!ITEMI:AD, Surrogoto, end RICHARD WHITEI£AD, her huobond, hove !leon 
urried eince U/2/7], end RICHARD WHJTEI£10 iB .in egn--.t with tht purpoea, intent. end 
proviaiona or thie Agr.-.nt B'ld admowl.eclga that h18 wire, MAY BETH 11tJTEI£AO, Surrogate, 
ahall be ertiric:ielly ina•inetad pureu.,t to tt. provh1Gn8 or thJa Agre-.1t.. RICKARD 
WHITCI£AD o;r- tnot in the lleot intoroot of Ina child, he will not fore or ot~t to foro 
a perent-chlld nletianehip with eny child or children MARY ll(nt WHJTEt£.tD, Surrogate, •r 
ec:wteeive by ertit'ieiel Jne•ination u dncribed herein, B'ld agreee to fruly B'ld rndily 
eurrender t..cliete c•tody or the child to WILLIAM STEIN, Netural Fether; .-ld teninllte hie 

porontol rl.Qhto; RICitAIIDWHITEMI:AD furtnor a:knododgoo he will do oll ecto nocnoorr to 
rebut the prauptian or paternity or 18ft)' offepr.lng conceived ..:1 4 bom pureuB'It to . 
afor-t.lonod ogreeoont • provided by lew, including blood tooting .,d/or HLA tooting. 

:J. WILLIAM STERN, Natural rather, dDea hereby .-.ter into this written contractual 
Agre-.,:t with MARY' BETH WHITEHEAD, Surrog~~ta, ..,_re MARY BETH WHJTEt£AO shell be 
artifieiolly ino•inetod with tno _.,....., or IIIUUM STERN by o phJDie.lon. MARY BrTH 
ttttiTEt£10, Surrogate, upm bocoaing pregn.-.t, ec:lcnawledgee that ehe will carry uid 
abrro/fet~a(o) 111til clell•ory. IWIY BETH IAIIlEMI:AD, Surrogoto, and RICIIARO WHITEMI:AD, her 
huaband, egree that t:tt.y will coopor•te with eny baclcground inveetigation into the 
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APPENDIX A-continued 
....._te•a --~. !SUr - .--1 Mat<wr -- tno iftfo-tlaft .., 11oe ......,.to 
to Ina lllooat or tno!r -lodp. liMY 111:!11 lllllmEJID, Sarnpto, - IIII:IWID lllllmEJID, -

--·-"'-- '"'"tody or Ina Glllld tat IIIILLUII STEIIIIII,IIeturol F-, 
-.letoly _. loirtn, ""*-lodging !net At .le Ina intont ef thla avro-t In Ina llaot 
intoreeto ef Ina oll!ld to dll 001 • oell eo IMtUuto and _..to In --~ to 
toroinoto tno.lr .._u .. penntol t!pto te ee.ld oh114, 011111 algn ...,. and oll -NJ 
off.ldtlvito, -to, and tno lJko, In - to lllrtner tno 1ntont and _ .. or th.le 
Agro...,t. It .lo undontood by IIARY IIETH liMITEMI:IIII, end RICHARD WHilEI£1111, !net Ina child to 
be concoivod 1e being dono eo for tha eole purpoeo or gh·.lng .. id child to 'lfJlllAH STERN, its 
noturol end biologieol rou.Gr. IIARY BETH WHITEI£1111 011111 RICHARO WHITEI£1111 "'JrDO to oign all 
noceoeory offldlvito prior to end ortor tno ~.lrth ·~ tno ..,Ud and ..,l..,tor1ly -tie.lpeto in 
""' petornity p-~ noeooeorr to he,.. WIUIAN STEIIN'S - ontond "" oe.ld ohUAI' o 
birth oartir.leste eo Ina noturel or biological rotner. 

4. Thllt tho c::ane1denaUan for ttde .......,.t, dt.kh !a ~eUan f'or llll!DrYicea 

011111 oxponoee, ..,d 1n no '""Y io to bo c .... truod eo o foe""" teninot.lon of -tol r!ptat or 
o pe,_.t in ........... lbr o oonoont to.,...,... tno ..,1ld for adoption, in -ition to-r 
provio.lono ..,..teined herein, oholl lie .., follow: 

(A) $10,GIIII bll bo paid to NARY IIETH IAIJTEMI:AD, s......,.to, ._. -
or """tody to IIIUlAH SlEIP!, Ina ""tural 011111 l>iolog.lool Fetner of tne child bam IIY"""'"'t to 
Ina prcw.ls.lono or tn1o Agr._,t IW ......_to ODrY.loeo - _ .. in ""rrring out -

oi>!JgoU.. - - ·-tl 
(II) Tho oonoidllrot.lon to lie paid to INIY III:TH IAIITEMI:AD, S,_,.rogoto, ollalllloe 

dopoa!ted wltn tho Jnfertilltr Center or lloo Yom (horoJfoool'tor 1011'), tno -tou ... "' 
IIIUJAN SlEIP!, ot lllle tiDe of lllle eJen1ng or ltWt asr-t, - hold in - ""W 
.,_lotion or tho dut.loe- cllgot.lono of liMY IIE111111ImEJID, s......,.to, (oeo EIIIUI>J.t •a• 

ror o copy of 1111e E..,... asr-tl, • honJn --· 

(C) IIIUlAH STERN, lloturol r-, oholl pay - - 1ncurnd by -y 
DETH 1iiCITEt£AD, Sur!"llgete, pursuant to her pngl'tlllftCY, IIDI'DI ll!plllei rieally clet.lnod' u folloe: 

(1) All--~ • ._1teUaotion, - ~. lollerotory and 

-- - -eo a noult of liMY 11E1111111J1EIDIII'S .,.__..,., ...t - .,. 
o11owd ..,. - ~ _,_th and IIIIJer --~ -· .Including all -n!inory 
ood.lool - - 1111 .... -Je - rc tnee....t of ...,. -tilm!ol or _,tel -u- er ....,.._ n1etoo1 tat 111111' -·but lin""-. oholl...,."""" _..lie 
pe.ld err ..-erte o -.led or ob (6) _,Uio - ·~ es- tno llate ar lllle 
toroinot.lon or tno _,., ond tn.ls a;r-t -lrloolly •cludoo .,, - for loot 
oogoa ar other ,__ltM1Ddinddontolo 1- tdl1111t "8") rolotod to eoid _,. 

(Z) IIIJUIAH SlERN,IIoturol r-, lllhoU ""t lie --!1>18 lbr my 
lotont -·cal ·-- oc:euning oio l'l -- ·---t to - birth or Ina child, unloso 
tJio -ieal ....,... or ~ty Incident tneroto - .,_ end trootod by o phyo!e.lon 
prior t:D tJio npirotion or ee.ld o.llt (6) .- period and in •rltton notice" or tho oooo eont to 
IDlY, • ...,.--toUn or IIIUIAH Sl!:RN by corUfiod Mil, return reeelpt roquntod, 

edvioing or tn.lo troot.oont. 

()) IIIJLUAM STERN, Natural ro-r, ehell bo roopono!l>la for the tote! 
eoote or oll petornity tooting. Such potorn.lty tMting •r, at - option or lllUlAH STERN, 
lllotural r-r, 1>o required prior to nloaoe or Ina ......_to too froo --· 1n tno '""""t 
llll\.UII 51El!ll,llatura1 Fetner, Ia ~•lYIIlJ llatoftlnlll 1111t to 1>o - ll.lelogiml fetner or 
tno child oa o rooult or an HLA toot, lll.lo ~t a!ll lito -d .,.,_·end NARY BETH 
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APPENDIX A-Continued 
liiii'I'DEAII, l~~r-te, IIIIDll - lie ont.<led lie - '-· IIIJU.UII SIDII, .. turel r-, -.11 
.. •Utlod te N- .tr ell -Sell n Nletad - hta _, II:YM lllll'ltMtllll, 

Surnpto, n llic:lwD IIII'I'OEAII, hlr --· 

(6) _, II:TH lllll'I'OEAII'S NM-le -•1 - lneurrod ot the -t .tr IIILlUII 51[1111, purau"'t 11o 11U8 ,._t. 
S. IIUIY III:TH liiii'I'OEAII, Surrogote, "'d RICIWID IIIITDI:AD, hor huobond, ISidnotand 

and ragroe to .. ., .. all r18k8, inelud!nli1 the rillk or death, lllhieh are incidental to 

cancopt-, -J. dllldbirth, jnelu&Ung but NJt lJaitod te, -~t .. •-licetiana. A 
eopy or oold -jble riob ond/or ._licetiano !D. at- Mrato - - a ~ hereof 
( ... [ ... !bit "C"). 

6. IIIJIY lltTH 11111EHEAD, Surrogote, end~ lllllEHEAD, hor huoband, horoby agroo 
to -- .,.,...iatric ...,_.,.._ .,. .111111 lt-R, • .,.,...1atr1ot • _ _.._ .,. lfiLLI"" 
S1EIIII Ran-t thoreof. liiLlUII Sltllll IIIIDll""' !lor the oat of ooid JII,...!Dtrk 
...,_uou.... _, II:YM IIIIITDI:ID ond IJDWID lllllTtMtllll -.11 o!p, priolr 11o their 
O¥oluot1-, e eodicel roleuo ,.UtUng -inotian or the ,_.. ~ oo • -lt of 
aoid Jllychiatrie .. oluotl.anio to liCIIY R IIILLUII S1Elll "'d Ilia llifa. 

7. -y lltTH IIII'I'DEAII, Sur-to, ond ~ llllllEHEAD,- -...., horobJ 
agrao thet u 1o tllo •eluobo ond oole r~t or IIIJU.UII SIDII, Boturol ro-, 11o ,_Mid 
dlild. 

e. •l:hlld" • rorarrod to jn Ul1o Agr-t IIIIDll lnc:ludo ell """*"" ....., 
oiaul-ly ~ to - -u- --letod hera.ln. 

9. !II - -t .tr the -~~~ of IIILLUII SIDII, lldor a __.t 11o - ~irth or 
oo1d IIIIUd, it 1o -J ........ -and agrood.,. -y II:1H BHITDDII, s..._to, ond IIOWID 
11111Et£AD, hlr huobond, -t -IIIIUd oW lie pl8o:od in the oueteo!J .tr IIILLUII51ERH'S oifo. 

10. !II - -• -• - ciiUd 1o o1oeon1od prior to the fifth (5U.) _,., or 
p-, na -U..., • -tod .In ............. 6(A), clloll lie .. 1d to _, IETH 
lllllEHEAD, Sur-te. -· h- -1ft.........,.. 6(t) IIIIDlllle paid a 
ro!Dbunod to-y 11:1H IIIIITDI:IID, S.._... In h - h oll1ld iloll1ocon1od, - or 
iD oUUIIem ............,t to h - (6UI) - .tr ......,_ ond oo1d IIIIUd - -
aurYbe, Ulo s.._.. tiiiD1l Ne01• Sl,IIIO.DO 1ft lJeu er h -U... anuoontod 1n 
............. 4(A), !II h .... t .tr e ""-rilleo er oUUialnll oo 6oa:rDood ...... tlt!D 
Ag-t tiiiD1l toninoto ond •1- IIIIIY IEYM llllTDI:IID,IIurnpto, 111r 111LLUII SlEIIII, 
Nature! f"othor, IIIIDll e. - ony - obligaU... - t1t1o -.-t. 

U. -y IIIETH IIII'I'DEAII, Surrogoto, ond 111LLUII S1ERH, llatural Fother, IIIIDll """" 
_.,dor..- COIIplete ...,,.1ca1 end ...,..uc ewaluett.t, Ulldar the cu.ncts.n end e_.,.le1an or a 
1-od llltyo1e1an, to dotoraino -- .. llltJOieol lloolth ond .. u .... lftg or ..... 1o 
eet1ofoetory. Said llltJOieol -~t1an -11 lfteludo tooting for ,__rool d1oo-, 
..,..trieoUJ lnc:luding but not l1o1tad to, OJIIIU11o, ... ._and.......-. 5o1d -••ol 
diooooo toet!ng -11 ... - P<1Dr to, but Nit 1111itad to, ..... -- or jnoooinatlona. 

12.. Jn the cwent that prognaney hn not ceeurred within e n•oneble ti•, in the 
opinian or IIILLUII 51EIIN, Nature! rau-, tll1o Agroooont OhoU toralftoto by oritt... notiea to 
IMT II:YM liiii'I'OEAII, Sur-to, ot h JD01- -!dod to h liCIIY ~ h Sur.--to, r ... 
!Off', • npr~~~~et~~tat!... or VILLIM SttDI, tletunl f'ether. 
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APPENDIX A-Continued 
U. IIIIIIY K1ll BHI1EHUD, Sur-to,- Ulot - oill- - U1o IIIIUtl

e-1""" """"Pt, !V 1n h _, __ IDII1ool.aplft1on .tr h _,...t!ng 1!11Ja!D1an,"'""' 

oeU... 1o ~ !lor Ulo llltyo1ool lloolth .tr RRRY II:TH 11111EHUD ..- the llhild lloo -
do- loy !110!11 ...,.klan to lie llltJIIiDJeiioeUr ~. IIAIIV K1ll IIIITDI:8 furtllR 
1111•-• - h -t .tr ooid 1!11Ja!D1an to-.., -t•!D (- EdtDlt "0") or 
o111!lor toollo to dotoot ...,.tll: and _.tol dofoeto. In the -t "'"ill toot -lo thet 
tho fotua 1o -t!eolly or """18ft1tally ~. IIUIY II:TH llllllEHEAD, Surrocoto, II!IHOO to 
obort tho fetuo - - .tr IIILLUII $1EIIII, lloturol f"othor, 1n ... 11111 ......,t, tho foe paid to 
the Surrogoto will be 1n oeeordonee to PorOIJroph 10. !r MARY BETH 11111EHI:AD roruooo to obort 

tho rotuo - - or IIILLUII 51EIIII, h1o obUgationa oo atotod 1n tll!D Agre....,t ...,ll 
ooaoe l'ortlwith, •-t oo Ita obllgotiona or Jlltorn!tr ~by ototute. 

14. O...lta - -1a- or l'llragroph U, tllLUAH SlEIIII, -ol rothor, 
neagnU. thot •- -tio ond -onitol -Utioo ooy not e. mtoc:tod .,. 
--• or other lloato, ond u.orarora, tr- to e.- ID1oleg1eol ,....,.. or u.o 
ciiUd, •- tho legal ._,.jb111tr for "'J IIIIUd - 111111' - ...,.u. or ~tol 
obnonloUtioo. (Soa itllhjblto "It" ond .,...). · 

15. ~MY II:1H BHilEHEAD, Sur-to,,.,._- te odhoro te oU ...-1 
.lnotrueUono e1- to - ~ Ulo 1naoo1nat!ng ,..,..ie!an oo oeU oo llor .........,t 
"""totr1e1on. IIIJIY II:1H 111111EHEAD oloo-- to- e!euettoo, dr!nl< o-11e 
b0¥or_, - lllagal .......,, ..- tab """"Prooer.lllt1on -ieoU... or -.lloed -loetiona o1- wstt• -t l'roo - llltJ01e1an. RRRY II:1H llllllEHEAD - te lltlleo a -tel 
"""Sell -U... -le 110 -•t or no ,._ w!Dlllo then• - dll!t par -til -*'II 
tho f!nt - (7) ....U. .tr .,._,, 11oo w1o!to (_., Ita """""' ot - 1ntorYOle) 
during u.o ~th and--or-· 

" 16. -II:TH BHilEHEAD, SlftOGOto, .. .._ to oauoe IUCIWID IIHilEHEAD, hlr ...._, 
to -to o ,.,_1 .r -t re .. • onnaood IMroto eo ltcll11>1t "!:". 

!7. holt -tl' ams lodgoo thot 1111 R- fuUy -rotonda t1t1o ,._t and ito 
legal orroot, and - ....., - ·~ tho - fleoly and oe~ ... t..ul' and that noithor 
party hoo ony - to llelilloa ht tho othor(o) lllld - l'rooly ond ..,luntorUy ......,to oo1d 
aor-t. 

18. In h ......,t onv er the -!D!DIID er t1t1o Agr-t ...., ~ to 110 inloUd 
.. _,_le, .. - clloll .. - -Jsl - .. .....- ,., - ........ tohoU-- h -ty a --111ty .r h-or- ,._t. If 
""""-1o11n c11o11 e. ~ Snoel1d a .. ats - ... _...., then ..,y -1o1an -u 
110- oalld to h ortont .tr the- or- I!DI'II!ttad by leo. 
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APPENDIX A-Continued 
If. n. erJeiMlef INa~.-~ ... ...u .. -..,. t11o 

Jnreruutr ~ et ._ Yllll, wltl• .,..t_S. .. ...,. -tr-• lMitY 11:111 W111D£l!D, 
- .... too ond IIIU.UII Si£11111 0 11-al r-, ......... t11o- Jovel erroct • h erJeiMl. 

WllllAM S TtiiN 
Netural f'etller 

STAT£ IT~,.;ft._) 
~T ~1,.1'~ SS.o 

DoTE 

D> tllo~faJ or ~ , Bl!::, '-'on • -111- IIILLIAM 
51[11N

0 
-to ee, _,to D-~h !ndlY-1 _..._ Jn tllo t-ing 

lno-t ond 11o -lodged to • tllot 11o - - - • lila fJree ond ..,l..,terr act. 
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APPENDIXB 
lie lloYo l'Oeil h .._... fl ... - ef INa aer-t, ond ,at lio - G!DlliooUYS 

Jntefttt....,. arrJ.dne - ..- lllolae, too - Jnto e b.!Mln; ~ eb.U.,Uan. 

~$"-..l-\~'----• -'~l"""'a )..lQ,k,.:...J±-~\,,._.,.,._/ · 
-~ lllfi1ti£AD 
sur....-too•e!UI>ond 

STAT£ IT~ 
~ss •• 

CIUITY IT --- -r -.._ 

1-ao~s 
lilliE 

llllli£ 

D> _.Jrf!:_,., et ~~ , •L llloron "".....-uv- -v KTH 
• ldi!ITEHE:AD, - to a, ond to ,.. illlllll>tD h !ndldiiiYel --M tllo f~ 
IM-t ond- -ledgool to • tllot - - ~ - ao '- flree.ond oel,..terr 
act. 
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109N.J. 

111JS ~ 1e - u.te.liJa.*t or A;c ftl$;~ u.i:t, 11r ...i ~~~ot...,ft 
4J,l4.1M~A6,/ llorelftefler roror- to ee Not-1 rotllor,..., the 

l'r-rs< loooorch A-letoo or llftlt041 ltotoo, 1 .... , d/11/o JftforUUtJ Cofttor of- York, 
('-fttlnertar "'errect to ee •Jtln'•). 

tiH[ItEAS, Natural F'e~her ta clallroua or telt:Jng part Jn tte proc.aa or ~~~~rrogete 
parenting whet11ln he •111 etteapl to eotte:eha e ch!!d by erU fJc!ll tnseeJnelJon or 1 
..... rogeto...,tllor-r · 

toOttAS, !CNr Ja o corporation duly orgenJzed end ed.etJng .,..,. t~ 1••• or the 

State or llf• York fol' tha pvrpoe J!!!!!. !J!lof ertgeglng !n reacerett, dewel~nhl work and 
daelgn 1n the ereee •' IIUI'I'Dgete panntJ"fJ, .,_,.. henefer llld jn Yitro rertJlbatJon •Jth 

Japletttet!Oft J.n e eurrogetez aftCI ectd!Uonelly p;n•J~Jng eclainJatret1ve end a..,_orU.o 
eerwlcee tor the obao J end 

~AS. NatUI'el Father J.e deslroue or contrecUng wJ th lCHT ror euch eervieta; end 

ee!'YJ.eeer 

liiJII 'llll:lltllJ!IC, 1ft _,.l""ratJOft or tile •utuo1 p..,.loao contoJ...., herolft, Oftd wllh 
t~ Jfttontl- or lotJrig JegollJ - ...... .,., tile portJeo •utueliJ ~~~- •• rou ..... 

(1) lloturol Fotllor ........ , OOfttrocto wltll JtNJ f'er•tlle •I'YJcoo orfontl llr JtNJ """ 
Jcwr ...... te eeM.._t watt. t11r N.t..S rau.r te ... Ue IIIHt err.rte te eaalat tt. tlatun.l 

.Fotllor Jn t11o •loctJen or a •-regoto oother" • .... J,.fler 11oft-, Jt llal"'J -nt-
tllet t11o r1,.1 ooloetllft ·.r t11o •_,.oto ootllor• lo oolob w1tllln tile dleo:retJOft or the 
lloturel Fotllor. Jn eM!tJOft to oooJoU"'J tJoa lloturol ratllor 1ft tile •Joc:Uen or o •..,.r111Jola 
eott.-• • !Clift' .._11 eleo , ..... the •h'icn •t rerttt .1ft EaMbJt •A• ~cf htreto llftd 

- o ,.rt lloi"OOr ..., tllooo .... sceo -11 COO!tl- until tllo c-lotJen or tile duUoo """ 
eblJgotl- or our,...to R untJJ eudl tJoo eo tllo Noturol rot- docJ""o - to utilize 
Jl:NY ....... s.... -·*d tllot tile llloturol rou.~. 1e .. t Jn ........ ,., thJ. • .... nt. 

(Z) lloturol Fetllor 11111 .... • ..., .,.,..tendo tllot IB -t Oftter into en eo••.,;..,t 
•LtL!I!o •Joe: ted ........ to IIOtller _.....,. llot-1 fatllor eo-· to tile p...... or .. u flciel 
Jft .... J .. t!Oft wJtll tllo - or 1111 - r..- tllo .,._ or lepregnotl"'J. tllo -··t· aother. 
Tlloreortor, t11o ..,.ngato ootller ollell gho lllrth to e clllld rotllo-·llr t11o llotun1 rotller 
- ..,l..,torlly ., ..... _ted, or ooJd dl.lld to tile lloturol fotller. 

()) Natural Fattier larcby IIDraee to pey JCN'f u COIIIpenaeUOft for thr •rviee• 
pro.SIIod lly JCNY tile - or I[Y[k TIIIUSNID F!W£ HIHIII!:D DIIUMS (S7,5Clii.IJD). i""urred II}' lt•Y 
Oft llloholf or tile Natural rother. T .. Noturol rother '"'""rotondo ..., oproao thet oald ..,. b 
fiDn-.Hfundable. A pert.tel UK or coete efl&f .. penlllte Je erww•ecf hereto and ... a pert 
lloroof .. [1111blt "8". JCN\'" ehell Oft 0 periodiC lllooli 11111 tile Noture1 rot"'-r .for tho CO">tO 
end .......... .tneurn:d Oft llllbelf of the Jletural retr.r. 

T .. Noturol rotllor OIJ1'ft0 thot JCNY ollell oct oo cac- op.,.t for tho reo to 
lllo po1d lly tho Noturol Father to lhe •loetod OUrriiiJoto aother. 

(o) •thlld" !a drUncd oo ell ehlldren born el.,ultoftco""ly eo • n:oult or the 

~MrolnotlOft e""teeploted 11r lhh AvrHaent. 
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APPENDIX B-Continued 
(~) •Not~ rethet" "' lltf!ft041 •• tile !ndh!duol -· the oo• or •le~toon 

(18) ft ttee eelaeted' tht eunog•te 111110tt.r and who• eeaan !a ueod' ,!,. the Anae•J:neUan 
eonteoplotod hoi"OJn I"OOvlU"'J 1ft tile IIJrth "' tllo child. 

(c) •Sur...,.te aott.or• Sa dtfANIII .., a tlillll8ert ewer tho age or e1ghteon (11) 
oeloet,d bJ tile Noturol FotJoar to lllo lepregnotod lily tile proeeoo or orUr!tJol !no .. lnot10ft 
with -- or tile Natural Fot .. r for tile purpooo or bocOOl"!! pregftont Oftd glv!ftg birth to o 
child and aurrentt.r1ftg the c:hild to the Neturel rather. 

(S) ltNY a;reu to pr"O.-!d~ the aervieea dltt.oiltd Jn hhlbit "A"'. SaiC: eer-w.ic:cs 

.... lodi"!! tile orrori"'J, at tile Cll't!Oft or tile Noturol Fothor, or logal roprooontotiOft cr tile 
Nature! rather !n hie negot.Aat.J.one and' egreoaent ftth the surrogate aott.er-.. Tte Natural 
hthor ..,dorotoftclo ...,d oeknowlodgeo tl!et ICNI' orron tile• logol oorv.leeo lhro"'!" tho low 
f'in reto!rtecf by ENY but, ICNY --.kee ftD ntpreuntoUone or warrant!ee w!t.h reepeet to 
aattera or law or U. legality or aurrogata parent1"'9 end Ja not randar.ing legal eer.ieea or 
prov!cUng legal edvb. Ncwevor, the Netural rethor. hP thD ebaolut.e right to aeolc legal 
eounDOl or hie Cftlllft oeleeUon 1n hie fte':ot1at1fft8 llftd ··:reeaaent ar!th tht eeleeted aurrO!'at.e 
·aother or htr nprnent.athe. Jn the 6WIIftt the Natural rather uUlbu the legal aahieee or 
co,.,Ml other than the lew f!ftl rete1nod' &.)' Jon', ell level feoe and eoet. shall bo borne by 

· the Natuta! rather """ eueh Fne IJI'Id ecata llhall be Jft edditJon to th:t reea and coats •t 
forth_ 1ft Paragraph ' or thJo Avrooaont. 

(') ~ft)r'",to eignJng tt.!e Agr...,..nt, eaeh party hH bun given the c:pporttP11ty to 
c:onoult with Oft ettol"fteJ or l\6a - choJoe ...,..miftg tile to- ond legal o!gt~HJeonec or the 
'9.'e...,t, and tho ·arrec-t aft!eh Jt Ma upon lfty D"d all .lftt.eroete or tt. pert!ea. [cch pDrt.y 
eckftOwlodgeo tllot he fully '"""'rotondo tile Ag--.t - Jto logo! err...,t, ond that he !o · 
o!gt~iftg t11o - moly - ..,l..,torUr ond tllot ,.!tiler portr lloo OftY roooon to boHo .. thot 
u. other tllid not lll'ldereteMf fu11F U. tene 1111t11 erreete or tl\!111 ~gi'HGeftt, or tttet he did 

·not fi"Ooly 8ftd ..,l.,.torJly •oeuto thla lgre-nt. 

(7) llatural F"otller .,. •• .,.to - npre-to tile fol!owi"'J to II:NVr 

(e) Thot t11o Natural retllor •a - Jo er ouffklent notiR'O both 
q..,tHothely ..,., -l!tothdy to loprogt~oto tile ooloetod eunogeto ..,thor. 

(b) That t11o lloturol rather le -.,kelly r,... rroe ll!eoooo or other 
horod1toey -!col prebloao "".lei> could oo- .~n,~....,., *'•et, or d1oo- to the ourr-ogatc 

- ........ child. 

(e) bat thlt Nstural r.u.t tr.ill not •ke or ette~~~pt to aakc dinc:Uy or 
through a npre:Mt'ltai!we, a e.b~aquent egi'HIIIIrftt tdt:h the aelected eurrogeb aother or arty 
other ~J~Urrogetee JfttrodUC'ItCII to tfrtc l!detUhl rather by JOIY ~atrore or at any U• orter the 
birth or 1\U child. Jn tht .eYant or a further arrengeacnt with thl surrogate ror a ehU d is 
Nda, the Natural rather aoreee to pay to JCtiY a keond re• Jn the .-o"'t l!Pee!ficcf Jn 
P or egraph ' or thJa Agroeaent. 

(8) Nature! rather egreH that breeeh or any or h1e warrmnUes and reprcsentat.J.ono 
ohoU oouer thJe Agroooent to -d!otoll" to ... !ftato but 1ft .., woy nUow the Noturol r othrr 
rroa h!e oblJ.getJ.one Uf\der We Agreeaent. F"urtheri the Natural father agroce that Me 
•urenUee and repuecntaUon• shell ewrv!Ye the. tenJneUon or this Agrer..-c:nt.. 

(9) Natural rather hrreby aeknowledgu that !CNY 1111lcu no repnsent.etiorts or 
warrent1ae with reapeet to arty agreceent or \1\doratandJng which may bit rceehed, or aay have 
been reeehed, btbraon hi•eelr and a proepaet.he •eurroget.e 110ther.• Natural re.ttwr further 
aeknowltdges that the nature or any 11ueh agreeaent or Ul"'derlltal"'ding liD well as sU 
rDfllirieaUone, cblJgaUorte Gftd anforeatDcnt flllttera rdaUng thereto aTe eubjeeta whieh he 

tDUSit ne&r: adv!ec rrOfa hiD ettorney. 
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APPENDIX B-Continued 
(1D) It !a Ppreeeb _.ret.ood that l:tff ... ,.t .,arentee or •rrent that tho 

•ourrogate ..,tiler" will in roct _ ... o chUtl rethered t7 Natural rot11er1 ""r - ICNY 
ll"oronteo or worre~t thet Jr o o:Mld Ja ..,... • ..,, 1t will lie o lloolthr child, rreo rroo oll 
c~eroete1 .,.,. doe• ICIII' GU•tonteo er orerront the •ourrogote mother• (ond llor lluob~, J.r 
appl.leeble) td.ll COIIPlJ' with U.. tares and 11i!'O•iDiDf'ID or the e.perate egre ... nt ertteted J.nto 
bet""" hereelr end Natural rattler JncludJrtg but nat U•Ued to, U. •e&~rrogebt -.,thor' a• 
,..r .. ol to ourre~dor euetodr or tho eMld "'~ birth. 

(11) Natural rather twaraby epedfJcelly ftlee••• ICNY and ita orrtecre, cnployees, 
oocnta end repreeel'\tetiwal r..,. erry llftd ell UebUJtr end naponeibiUty or eny n8tui-e 
~eteoonr .. eept willful lftd groaa negUoence, lllh.l.eh .a, reeult rn. COI!Olfcatione, 
brceehn, d ... ga, loa ... , clat., eetJane, lJabiUUea, whether actual or eeaert.ed or any 
ldnc.t, and ell oU.'r eo~~te or dJtrta.nte or eny I..Jnd, Jn eny wey related to or ar.1Dif'!g rr0111 
any agre ... nt or .nderet.,.dJng betwaett h!Declr end e •aurrogete- 110thcr• located through the 
oervicee or JtNY. Moreower, the fleturel F'other unde:ret.eftde the nletioneh.ip bet .. en ltNY and 

- .ttw releti.Qftehj,p or t.._ dec tore uoed J.,· • .eoflftiKUon .. u·, in8e't!.il'let1an,. -.onJbn 1ng end ,e':'ly 

"other ••Ueel or peyehietrie Jllrec:•dun or- tree~t or tile IIUrrooeta or of the ehJld ie thet 
or on J~dope~de~t -tractor .,.d that there Je "" ether ~elot~ohlp bot .. on the porUoo. 

(12) Thle ~t Je bJndJng 111"1 eech pert.y'e bapacthe eaecuton, hcire, 011eJgna 

end aucceeeoro .. 

(13) Th1~ Agrenent hee a.en 4h"ert.d, l'egotiat.ed end ••ecuted in New York, New 
Toft, end ehall e. gavel'ftetl a.,., continued 8ftd ltftforc:e:d' in eceol'danee with the lewo or the 

. Stoto or - T-. 

(14) 2ft the -t ..,. or the IINYJIIJ.ono or -. .-~t oro -d to be inYoUd 
or -~roreoobla, the •- -11 bo - OOYIINbla rroa the ,.....,.""' or th!o Agre..,l -
-11 ""t eeuoo tile innlJdJtr or -~roreoobUltr or the ... aJ~dor or thJo AgroeBOnt. tr 
euell prwJaJ.,.(o) -11 lie ""-" J~WJ~Ud cluo to Jb ~ or broodltt, the~ aaJd proyiDJ.,.(o)" 
-11 1oe _., ft!Jd.to the .. ~tor the_. or breadth ,.nittod lit lew. 

](JL 
Noturol ro~r 

-. ! 
ay, L(;rusj2 rdA&ltu < 

l'llliWIT IIESCMCH ~SOCJATts 
Of" UNITED STATts;ifJJ<C. d/b/o 
JNr[RTJLITT "t[NT[R or ~"Cw 

'IOIIK. 
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PROFESSIONAL ETHICS # 545. 
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The Court having remanded this matter to the Committee to 
develop a record pursuant to the Order of October 5, 1985, 

And the Committee having held a hearing, having received 
written comments, and having determined that a modification 
of Opinion # 545 was appropriate, 

And the Court having accepted the revised opinion of the 
Committee, 

And all parties and the Court having concluded that the 
modification eliminated the need for further Court review; 

It is ORDERED that the within appeals are dismissed as 
moot. (See 102 N.J. 339). 

ROBERT AHERN, DECEASED, BY MARGARET AHERN v. 
BRENNAN BROTHERS. 

October 20, 1987. 

Petition for certification denied. We note with approval, 
however, the July 22, 1987 order of the Appellate Division, 
which denied a reconsideration request "without prejudice to 
petitioner making application to the Division of Workers' Com
pensation to join other employers." 


